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Conspirators Intended to Attend New Year's
Reception and Kill President
FEDERAL ARMY ROUTED AT 0JINAG4 BY REBELS
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iOHE BLOODSHED LAS VEGAS LOOKS FORWARD TO
IN THE STRIKE

NTIS IS SAFE
Tux.. Dec.
ftlAThe
) miles off the Galves-

DISTRICT

vlock this morning and
, contrary to fears enat ' mpieo, according to the
western federation asks tertained
MILITIA
SEARCHING FOR
MEN
Which was received
wireless
to
take action by It. T. Euj manager of the Gulf WHO FIRED UPON TROOPS
president
'
in Michigan'
FROM AMBUSH
Coast Fruit
Steamship company,
to which the J)ip is chartered.
Mr. Burge
c;uj that the Atlantis car A NEGRO SHOT TO
RESORTS
DEATH
JOJERCMAN ACT ried four pass--- ers.
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INTERVENTION
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ON THE PART OF
AUTHORITIES IS

INTERS

HE IS THE VICTINPOF ANOTHER
STRIKER, BOTH MEN HAVING
HAD WEAPONS

IATE POINTS

REQUESTED

Many of Dictator's Soldiers Endeavor to Escape Info the United
States, After Deserting the Ranks, But Are Driven Back by
American Troops John Lind Comes to Pass Christian
to Have Personal Conference With the President
Carranza Celebrates His Birthday

31, 1913.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISCORONER'S INQUEST UNABLE TO
SION LAN 3 DOWN WATER
FIX BLAME FOR CHRISTMAS
RATI PRINCIPLES
.
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EVE HORROR
Washington,-tanJiec. 31. Two impor-wer.'
laid down today
principK
Doe.
31.
Calumet, Mick,
.Federal
intervention under the amended F.rd- - by the iutersi .fe commerce commis
man act has, been asked as a mums, sion in the division of a case begun
bureau
of settling the copper mimes' strike by the Texat ;;aa freight
i
uat
sevei
, southwestern railroads
the
Western Federation of Miners,
by
A telegram calling attention-to Usr involving rate .oand from lower Mis- The commis- possibility of Such action wna' Inrtav s,ht,luI'1 nvbr
sent to President Wilson by O. N. Hil- sion held, .thai
"In tho. mil; ng of joint through
ton, chief of counsel for the Western
Federation, as a sequel to a talk last rates ,on- long i stance traffic to local
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YEAR TO BE USHERED IN TONIGH

Business Men Predict Increase of Business
and Development of Resources
IMPROVEMENTS

PLANNED FOR THE EARLY SPRISO

Pavinrj and Betjer Illumination Facilities Will Be Ihe BerjinninrJ
Improving and Beautifying the Community New Business
Houses Going
System To Be Completed
and Farming To Take a Decided Advance ondi-lions
Right for a Prosperous New Year
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Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 31 A
Las vegas people heartily believe what we can do for
to retreat to foreign soil. Orozw and
ourselves Natura-tha- t
search for firearms was begun tt
the coming year will be the most I has
Salazar figured in the revolts against
amply endowed us with unequaleti.
the strikers' tent colony at Ludlow
successful in the history of th
itv niimt
Madero.',
1,1,10 waier- - Deautmu scenery
this morning at the direction of Gen- an w,n
.
I
. ,
ixuia. a- Uig auvauce in de and every attraction that-thOn complaint from Keneral Salvador
home- eral John Chase, who declares he has
velopment of adjacent territory, judg seeker or tourist
Mercado that the Americans were inand
desires,
we?
information that the strikers have
ing from statements from a number should neglect
citing the federals to desert, Major
nothing to attract peobeen secretly arming themselves dur- of
representative! citizens who are ple who will in turn take a hand
Tbe secret police are said to have McNamee gave orders there should
la.
ing the past three weeks. The killing thoroughly in touch with conditions.
be
no
across
the upbuilding of Las Vegas.
the
river
discovered that the plotters had plantalking
between
of "Kid" Morgan, a negro member of
Business
has
been
the
good during
"Let us bead our creed with I bened to enter the homo of General American and Mexican soldiers.
ve points, the differ the colony, yes'terday
George year just closing and few merchants
by
night between him and John is. Dens-mor- or
lieve in Las Vegas,' and help make-iHurta at tbe game time as the off'
solicitor of the- department of entials above t.'e rates to the basing Shepperd Wilson, another negro strik- have been heard to state that they had
"No crisis," Says Wilson
to
the prettiest, healthiest little city
icials and others had arranged
e reasonable In rela- - er; the discovery that both were arm not enjoyed a gain.
who is here, to f.uJ mean- - of pomts. slmuld
Las Vegas uid in
labor,
Pass Christian,. Miss., Dec. 31.'
any part of the country, beginning
cotiie, .and offer their New" Year's
"
ed; and heavy firing north of the not suffer from the slump experienced
lion- to the tod . distances involved.
'
President Wilson received official ad- settling the- controversy.
i'reetins. January
first, 1914."
followed
an
camp,
attack upon a all over the United States nearly so
The telegram was as follows:
by
"While estrri s may properly meet
vices today that John Lind, his perClimate is Best Asset
sent
to
detail
w
s
are
as
did
military
"Under
sr
if
recent
the
greatly
investigate,
act of congress
fmni h) the maintenance of
many other cities. In
sonal representative to Mexico, "had
'
W. N. Rosenthal, of the Rosenthal
Fighting Still Goes On '"'
creating a labor "commissioner, au- a
to regarded as proof that the strikers fact, it was scarcely noticed hera at Furniture
j one point than
left
Vera
on
Cruz
the
31
scout
rebel
cruiser
Tex
The
Dec.
Presidio,
company, said:
have weapons in their possession. all.
thority undoubtedly is ample uuder
points w ;h are intermediate,
"After a great many years of obforces resumed their aggressive fight- Chester and probably would arrive off th
de- ,
The
statements
a
with
mounted
Captain
Lindefelt,
below
are
welfare
clause
of
r.amiot
the
on
general
,i.a
i.;d
given
legthe ground it
jueti
is a' possibility,
ing against the federal army at Ojina-I'd- uere tonignt.
this morning
s
resumed filled with the spirit of enterprise and servation and study, I have come
ibiciuuu 10 warrant governmentalnews
suppress water com- - tachment,
conclusion that our best asset and
u:o, viLh .'renewed vigof oday, if the weather Is good, that the presisearch
two
for
the
men
who confidence in progress for Las Vegas
mounted
the
strike.
t.erferencejn. settling
It petition.'
resource
is our climate. With the
It was believed the federals were fast dent will' go aboard the revenuo cut- in
1914:
fired upon his soldiers late yesterday.
ii"
d, although not
'
ter. Winona, recently placed
L " :
V. '77
celebrated Hot Springs so close at
'
'.'
losing ground.
Looks
Southard
in.
for
the
district
A
Jt!onB heje
because ofidered i'
detachment of 40 soldiers from
Expansion
thi' "ads make a general
Reports were that General Pascual hisposal , here, and meet Mr. Lind the strike are appalling. One miiiw-re-ndj"The general business outlook for hand, I cannot see why we cannot or
Trinidad went to Ludlow this morning
nt
their
to
rates
and
when
the
Chester
comarrives.
The
Orozco and General Ynez Salazar,
presi- for 26 days' hard labor received or..;
1914 is excellent," said; W. P. St.uth-ard- , should not make this town "The Greatt.
fron issippi river cross-- ( to assist in the search for arms. Two
manders of federal volunteers, had ar- dent was not inclined to discuss the dollar" and 'seventy-fivmanager or the Las Vegas Light er Las Vegas Hot Springs Health Re
cents. Atiijn
with the Shreveport troops of cavalry and several compaand
ranged to cross to the American Bide coming conference with Mr. Lind, but other em than ?30'a, nn.n ft f.ir irvej
Traction
company and president sort," and either pipe the Hot Springi-watenies ot infantry surrounded the camp,
Hit
authorized the statement bat. lb i vis- sucwiftuvV monthand establish' the bath hous"-i- n
of the Commercial club. Mr. Southard
an si .it a no
it was no special significance and you can, render in
this
routed.
city or open th Ho Fr-rLasi
Tegas tii in the
settling the strike
After a search, 15 weapons, includ- explained t?.i;
'
Federal deserters said only the fear merely meant that the president's rep- would make a happy New Year Indeed
few years had less business fail- by all means, to got quick m.
past
ing several rifles, were discovered and ures than any other
the
New
that
of being shot by their own officers resentative desired to communicate to these humble and very deserving COMMISSIONER
w11
Year
1914
hope
of
in
state
the
city
confiscated. The lueinbers of the com and
that the bank deposits are larger bring a realization of my argument
prevented many from rushing across more fully than he could by cable. (people. Will you .kindly confer at
mittee
the
Colorado
of
Federation of than in
Mr. Wilson gave the impression once with Labor Commissioner Wilson
the river. They said their losses in
any city of equal size. These and from the present outlook, the sitQUITS IN A HUFF Labor, now investigating charges of
dead and wounded had been Jieavy. that there was nothing here to Indi- and the. attorney general? A reprethings go to ehow the city is pros- uation is favorable."
alleged outrages perpetrated by the perous.
'
The wounded were left uncared for on cate a crisis in Mexican affairs, or sentative of the former 5s here."
Murphey a Believer
militia in the strike zone, are at Ludthat a new diplomatic move was conE.
G,
"The
club
Commercial
is
of the Murphoy
The
the battle field.
union's
was
Murphey,
he
said
working
HEAD OF NEW YORK POLICE DE
attorney
"' 11 '
low witnessing tbe search of the to
"
Red Cross officers were Instructed templated.
convinced as a lawyer that the posiaccomplish much in the develop- Drug. Store, is, decidedly optimistic
PARTMENT IS ROASTED BY
tents.
The president, however, recently tion he had taken was sound.
ment of the natural resources in this in his outlook for Las Vegas In 1914.
to provide for 500 wounded In case
THE MAYOR
The efforts to learn the identity of locality, and plans other aotivitKis
"We have a bright future," said Mr.
"If this proposal works out it will
that many are found. A hospital tent has given much thought" to the Mex
ican problem. In vfew'of this fact, be a vgry happy solution of a very
is to be put up in Presidio.
New York', Dec. 31. Rhinelander the men who stretched a barbed wire which may mean a powerful factor in Murphey. "Within a few months work
across the road at the tent colony last the advancement or the city. The towards the completion of the irrigaIt was the opinion of military ex- there is reason for believing that vexing question," he said.
Waldo, for nearly' four years police
exhibition building that we are to tion dam will be started and also
Convinced that testimony available commissioner of New York,
perts here today that the battle of more definite understanding of the
walked night, which resulted in Corporal
tuthberson
build at the Santa Fe station will be within a few months the Santa Fw
to
under
thrown
decided
Mr.
course
as
his
be
desired
man
that
the
of
would
the
who
the.,
Mexico,
being
president
identity
Ojinaga,
out of headquarters today. In a let
horse and injured, have been without a sign of progressiveness and we con- Railway company will starf work on a
within 24 hours. Likewise it was be- Lind to pursue in the immediate' fu-- i started the Christmas eve panic by ter to Mayor Kline, he said:
lieved that the only chance of tie ture will be reached.
calling "fire" in a crowded hall is in
"It appears to be the desire of the success. Louis Tikkas, alleged leader template many other things for the new roundhouse that is an absolute
sufficient, local representatives of the incoming 'aflministraiSon not to ap- of the colony, was arrested and ques- betterment and advancement of the necessity. Everything points Toward
federals to - scape extermination,
Western Federation of Miners decided
tioned concerning the affair, but was city. In my own business I can say a prosperous and successful year, and
should the rebels pour in on them,
point a commissioner, but to have an
Big Ransom for Terrazas
that we are well satisfied and look I believe the future advancement of
not
to
for
witnesses
released.
later
purthat
was a precipitate flight across the
produce
commissioner appointed by me
Chihuahua, Mexico, Dec;. 31.- - Two
to Las Vegas for a bright and pros- Las Vegas is assured, with 1914 the
to acting
before
the
coroner's
pose
United States border.
Inquest
will
reconThe
committee
military
hundred and fifty thousand dollars gold
remain in chargs of ths department.
1914.
The Las
As a result only odds and ends
The federals) were reported short of has been
vene in Trinidad Monday to investi- perous year during
turning point."
I will not be a party to this plan."
upon by General day.
agreed
and Power company is
Vegas'
Light
ammunition whlla the rebels by the Vila, as the ransom he will accept for of testimony were heard and it was
Ben Lewis Looks for Progress
incidents
the
from
growing
Kline settled the police sit- gate
Mayor
always a willing booster for Las
Ben Lewis of the Palace Clothing:
frequency of their Ore appeared to the) release of Luis- Terrazas, son of expected that the jury would begin Its uation for the time being 'by appoint- strike.
Vegas and ready to lend a helping
have an ample supply. The tactics of the rich Mexican land owner, who baa deliberations late today. Malt a dozen
said in regard to the next
Seventy-fiv- e
Including hand to anything that means the up- company
Douglas I. McKay police commisweapons,
ing
arc-unthe
but
at
the
sefniJcircle
hearing,
narrowing their
year:
been Imprisoned here for five weeks persons appeared
r
rifles, 500 rounds lift of the city."
none of the witnesses who was in a sioner at noon. Commissioner McKay about 50
federals was continued by General on the
"I believe that next year will prove
charge that he had supported
contended that the formal with- of ammunition and 100 sticks of dynahad
" Mayor Says "It's up to Us"
to
see
noticed
the
position
doorway
Ortega's forces. """,
for Las Vegas in every way
better
Huerta.
the entrance of any man wearing a drawal of his resignation as deputy mite had been seized tills.; aftepdon: OOIU ratrofil frt tVia nutlnnk tor T JIS than
United States cavalry patrolling the
of .the past three years. We
The money Is to be paid by Lnls
any
the Citizens' Alliance, and left him the legal head of the depart- by the militia after a search oi all Vegas during the coming year. Mayor must
fcorder considered what they would
more rapidly and we
who has been negotiat button of
progress
Terrazas,
Sr.,
LudWaldo
ment
30
but
after
but
tents
at
about
the
Mayor
of
the
resigned,
several did not even hear the first
Robert J. Taupert made the following will
do if the four thousand federals, comnext
the
of
for
his
at
El
release
Paso
year and the year
during
ing
Kline decided to remove all doubt by low striker's camp. The rifles were statement. "I would rather talk of the
manded by almost a dozen generals, son. The
follow:"
which
is to be broug it to alarm.
prisoner
a
formal appointment. found intents occupied by Greeks, and possibilities of Las .Vegas These are
John Aho said he was in tbe ticket giving McKay
should start a disorderly rush across the borden-bndesafe conduct. I'pe
Greenberger Says We'll go Ahead
Mayor Kline, incensed, announced were hidden under the floors.
office explaining to children the meththe rlver."l!il m:
wholly in the hands pt our residents
iciu-alM. Greenberger of the Boston Clothwomen me:noers of the Terrazas
ods by which they might get gifts, that he declined to accept Mr. Waldo's
and business meo."- We are apt to shy
Major MoNamee, commanding the
already have gone to the border. and heard no
ing company said:
resignation and had removed him for
"fire."
of
cry
at public improvement, and say we
patrol, had less than 1,000 men stationWhen the fe.KrsJ army evaciat.ed
"The indications point toward prosThe prosecuting attorney pointed "insubordination.".,
ed at pointsi along the river, where Chihuahua, Terr 'zns,
have always gone along very well. We
TITLE FOR BRYCE
, went with
both in business and general
perity
to
do
this
imretain
to
"I had
my
It was likely refugee soldiers jvolild them, but the un remained benini o out to the jury that this fact was
fit up the interiors of our residences
advancement ia 1914, and I am among
Dec.
foi
31.
of
James
the
the
swore
and
city,"
Bryce,
wonma
dignity
because
yes,a
cross.
ljndon,
and beautify our yards, but neglect
look after the estate. He was arrest- portant
who believe that the city wiK
had heard the alarm said the mayor.'
merly British ambassador at Washing- the streets. We find a shade tree has.' those
Practically all of the estimates ed by Villa, tm tne rnt-anof the terday that she
progress
rapidly during the next
would
have
refreshterm
while
Bhe
is
the
of
viscount
on
in
and
Waldo's
was
in
title
dead
ton,
normally
given
adjoining
of the probable number of
died, but do not replace It because it
rebels.
year."
ment room and that sha had run expired at midnight.
the New Year's honors list.
wounded were based merely on what
ia on the outside of the property line.
General Choa, a rebel chief, Is to
refugees said. A federal deserter said become governor of Chihuahua Btate
We invite strangers to summer and
Hayward Urges Development
200 or 300 of their number had been as
winter with us and neglect to make
soon as General . Villa leaves for
"I believe that next year will. Biio'
killed In the first attack of the rebels his
aur city attractive.
an imiffovement in business generally,
campaign southward.
and that the wounded who could not
will do Its Share
Corporation
throughout the country and especially
shift for themselves were left on the
Red Cross to Assist
'"Q. O- Chappelle, vice president and in Las Vegas," said T. W. HaywarJ
field.
El Paso, Tex., Dec. 31. Local offigeneral manager of the Federal Light of the firm of Graaf and Hayward
Three of the other federal deserters
'II-lieve
and Power company, of New York, the when asked for a statennnt
cers
of the American Red Cross, on
eaid that most of the soldiers had
left
that owns our street railwill be the In
from
bt
orders
corporation
today
Washington,
irrigation
not been paid in months and that they
with nurses, physicians and hospital
way company, called upon me recent- set to the city and the immediate dewere waiting a chance to desert
!
officers are
Presidio.
The
for
i.iit
ly, among others, and his words were: velopment of our irrlgabi
supplies
"They've all got their eyes turned
Mexican
the
'I understand jour city in contemplat- means largely the future ad.
not
to
to
cross
urt
to the American side," said one ragged instructed
ing paving. I mentioned that in case of the city."
and muddy soldier, who was eating side unless assurances were given that
be
would
was dono a large burden of
Mr. Hayward is sure of gord ioiui
respected.
the
Red
Cross
paving
flag
an
rations given him by
American.
should
i
the
was
stated
that
provisions
expense would f;Jl upon his com- and believes that the cond inn if
"But it's only the fear that they'll be It
n
His reply was his company country as a whole will ne
pany.
tmot 'In the back that keeps them from be made for 500 wounded If that numconsidered it a good Investment to put the coming year.
ber was found. A hospital tent will
running."
nurses
The
in
be
Presidio.
money in any town that had entersources
was
Information from rebel
put up
Expects Las Vega to t.rc.v
Jefferson Raynolds of th '
prise enough to pave its streets, and
that General Pascual Orozco and Gen- probably will devote themselves to
This is the exhibition building which the Las Vegas Commercial club proposes to erect on t!w Santa Fe added: "You may quote- me a3 saying tional bank is optimistic i.i r
eral Ynezi Salazar, commanders of taking care of the refugees.
station grounds, in which will be dis played products of San . Miguel county. It will be 16 by 36
in dimenso.'
the co'iiiix yr-- r.
lio bt , ,
federal volunteers, who are threatened
sions, on a concrete foundation. Th e structure will have a tile roof and a cemf itt floor and will have a stucco
"No criticism is intended in these n ir future l.u' ii f
t V i f i"
Carranza Celebrates Bl rthday
with no quarter by Ortega's army,
ArSi.
finish.
windows.
what
are
The
for
drawn
It
will
Dec.
-as
the
be
with
h
han
stained
Vr
and
to
structure,
telling
dsome
by
Mex.,
but
Sonora,
many
side
equipped
crossed
American
firm
Hermosillo,
p'ans
T",
remarks,
the
glass
secretly
chitect E. W. Hart, are now in the possession of the Santa Fe railway, sbi.-has been aUed for permission fate will do to Las Vegas it is only
several nights ago and arranged for
'
to
erect
the
structure.
on
nhelter with friends in case they have
.
fittine that gome one should mention
fCor' 'ii
Page Four)
(Continued
Mexico

City, Dec. 31.

An alleged
plot to assasslnte Provisional President Huerta during tbe New Year's
reception was frustrated by thearrest
today of two Mexicans in a house In
the suburban town of Campo Florido.
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creature,
trying
away like a stricken
to realize the horror of the situation.
Brill had
been arrested "caught
with the goods!" Like a lightning
flash came the recollection of her
words to him that morning: "You
can beg, borrow, or steal the money
I must have it!" It was her own
fault. She had driven Brill into crime,
and the law had claimed him.
Ud and down the spaces of her loneher
wringing
Rose
paced,
ly apartment
hands in impotent misery. At times
she told herself it could not be true;
then the sickening certainty gripped her. Brill had not appeared; the dinner hour had passed; no word hadbeen sent to her. At last, in a nervoua panic, she put on her hat and
hurried down town. She must know
the worst
As she stumbled up the steps of
Brownell Mack company's offices she
saw that there were lights burning
within, and men moving about ad
official stopped her at the gate. She
had never been there before and she
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DECEMBER

31, 1913.
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OF A GOVIi
By ELLA R. PEARCE.

When young Sibert looked across
the breakfast table and saw the
flushed, Bullen face of his wife, his
wn features grew stern and gloomy.
It was Quite unfair and unreasonable
for Rose to act in this peevish manner. Surely he had always done
verything possible for ber; gratified
lier whims and indulged her beyond
the point of a husband's duty. Now,
la this last matter he must be firm.
"It's no us sulking, Rose," he said,
barshly for him. "I can't afford It;
and that settles it"
"Can't afford it!" sneered Rose,
without lifting her eyes. "You can't
fford the price of a gown lor "your
wife, so that she may make a decent
appearance in public"
"So that she may compete with
foolish, extravagant women whose husbands are better fixed or more reckless than 1 happen to be. I do not
think your need la so great. Rose.
If "
"Well, I won't wear that old silk
dress any longer!" Rose raised her
yes bright with the sparks of flaring I
temper. "I won't, Brill Sibert!
don't care whether you can afford it
or not. 1 must have that gown. I'll
order It today. You can beg, borrow,
or steal the money I must have it!"
Beneath his long, steady look, her
of
passion had merged into a sort on
panic, but Bhe rushed breathlessly
to the end of her speech. By that
time, her huBband was on. his feet,
reaching for his hat.
"I wouldn't order It today, Rose."
His voice held a chill warning; and
he went out without another word or
a backward glance.
Rose sat with reddening cheeks and
angry eyes. Her Blender, white lingers drummed nervously on the table.
She drew in a long, tense breath, and
then a choking sob came as a prelude
to an outburst of tears.
that's what
Stingy,
Brill Sibert was! He had no compassion for her at all; no proper pride
in his wife's appearance. Just because, down at the bottom of her
heart, Ros" felt a twinge of remorse
and a stirring of some feeling akin to
she inwardly railed
at her husband and emphasized her

SURELY FOR HIMSELF

ALDnlt

Could Be Little Doubt at to Where
the Sweet Girl's Love Wat
Centered.

The

pork-packer-

daughter

STUDENTS DESIRE
TO SERVE

was

won, Amid ice sumptuous trappings
of wealth and luxury she plighted her
troth with the suitor who had crossed

the seas to besiege her heart.
-re you sure, my darling," he mur- as they stood together be- neath the gorgeous chandelier, "that
you jove me Ior myself alone?"
"Charles Jame3 Edward," she an- "I am sure."
gwered,
-Then listen." With courtly grace
ne ie(j ner to a seat
mv beloved," he said, tenderly, "I
have purposely refrained from telling
you about my family, in order that
you might be governed in forming
your estimate of me by considerations
0f personal worth
"Charles James Edward!"
A world ol love, and trust spake she
In those simple words.
"Of course, sweet girl, you know I
am of noble lineage?"
A warm glance and a gentle presgure of the hand formed her reply.
"And you are aware that my peo-pje are among the proudest of the
proud. But are you prepared to know
He bent Uw and whispered "
that the blood of a king courses in my
veins?"
''yen.'' she smiled engaginly.
"I am not surprised. I am Informed
that there Is some dreadful scandal
about every one of these aristocratic
families. And did it get Into the
courts, dearest?"
Yes, it was for himwdf alone that
she loved him. Puck.
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Kansas City, Mo., Deo. 31. The
greatest gathering of Christian stu
dents in the history of the world be
is
These come in Black, White, Pink, Blue and Brown.
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sizes
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seventh international
unexcelled quality.
convention of the "Student Volunteer
Movement," which represents a world
wide constituency of missionary stu- dents- and workers. The chief object
was unknown.
of the movement is to secure trained
"In Mr Sihert hero yet?" She
college men and women to volunteer
asked faintly. Then, scarcely know
for foreign missionary 6ervice in a
ing what she was doing, she pushed
to Christianize the world.
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a
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at
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31st.
acter of the present gathering exceeds
wicket gate, and a voice called her
the most sanguine expectations of Its
name.
"Rose! What are you doing here?"
promoters. Up to noon today more
Her husband was walking toward
than 3,000 delegates had registered at
Laa Veoaa'LGadinSioro
Attend Our
her; and, with a low cry, Rose flung
the convention headquarters. Among
Attend Our
to
herself into his arms and clung
them they represented hundreds of
him. shaking convulsively.
i'nsfitutions of learniing throughout
JREEN TAG
"Brill! Brill, what have you done?
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the United States and Canada, as well
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"Yes. But why, you poor girl! Danville, October 1, and began cutting Foreign missionaries from many parts
Don't you know I'm only the assistant the world's largest forest of virgin of the world also are among the vis- nadian contestants will bo the well
known Calgary team which has encashier here? Oh, Rose!
walnut timber. For the first time in itors.
Their glances met and Rose looked the memory of the oldest inhabitant
the Corodano tournaments reg
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met
convention
This afternoon the
away flushing deeply. Brill patted woodmen were allowed to enter the
to organize and to listen to addresses ularly for some years.
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THE BIG

DANCE
FIREMEN
FOR

PROGRAM
ANNOUNCE
NEW YEAR'S EVE
EVENT TONIGHT

At 8:30 o'clock this evening at the
Duncan opera house the Jang and
dequeen of the East Las Vegas ftre
annual maspartment's thirty-thirquerade ball will be crowned.
The grand march wm start at 9
o'clock and the maskers will have full
possession of the floor from then until
11:30 o'clock, when the unmasking
will take place.
cosJudging from the number of
and
rented
been
have
tumes that
made the number of masKers at the
dance will be large. A number of
people going after the big prices
have originated their own costumes,
and these promise to be unique ami
interesting.
The firemen predict a huge crowd
and have made preparations in accordance. With the doors opening at
7:3u o'clock, by the time the crowning of the king and queen, takes place
the opera1 bouse probably will be
crowded with, sppectators.
The decorations at the opera house
ure pretty. The fire b'oys have worked hard to make them perfect and
have succeeded, judging from the atr
tractiveness of the big auditorium.
orchestra,
The Simison seven-piec- e
which will furnish the music, has
prepared one of the best dance programs ever given In the cSty. Their
program is as follows: Grand march,
two-ste"Spirit of Independence";
"At the Devil's Ball"; waltz, "Tell Me
"The
That You Love Me";, two-ste"Fairy
waltz,
International
Rag";
d

"Orpheum Rag";
Kisses"; "two-step- ,
schottische, "Madame Sherry"; waltz,
"Last Night WaB trie n,na or xne
World"; cake walk, to be selected;
twoistep, "You Made Me Love You";
twotep,' "Too Much Ginger"; extra
waltz, "Perfume of the Violet";
waltz, "Nights of Gladness"; two-ste"When the Midnight Choo-ChoLeaves for Alabam"; waltz, "Garden
schottische, "By the
of Beauty";
Watermelon Vine"; waltz, "Love
"In My HarWhispers"; two-steem"; rye waltz, selected; two-ste1'Ptcadilly Rag;" waltz, "A Little
two-steBunch of Shamrocks";
"What D'ye Mean, You Lost Your
Dog?"; extra waltz, "Down by the Old
Mill Stream"; medley waltz, "Home
"
Sweet Home."
The selection mentioned shows that
the program will be excellent in every
particular and doubtless will be greatly enjoyed by the dancers. It will be
the big dance of the season and a
big time is being expected by all who
attend,
GOOD BASKETBALL
Men's basketball at the Tniversity
of New Mexico this year will be a

fast and strenuous affair, according to
present indications. Theer is a wealth
of fine material at hand, most of it
well experienced, and It is said to be
possible to put out two teams so even
ly matched and so good that neither
could consistently defeat the other nor
could any other 'team In this vicinity
handle either.
The material at hand includes Cap
tain I. P. Littrell, who played some
classy ball last winter, Hugh A. Car
lisle, Hesselden, the McCanna brothers, Laprak, Calkins, Lee, Brashear,
Shields. Baleonib aud a host of otber
husky candidates.
Hard practice will begin soon after
the varsit ytakes up its work aagiu
next week.
Las Vegans would like to see the
University team clash with the
"Y" bunch.
all-st-
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A Splendid Romance
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bat politely to the sister of the ium FOOLISH
him!
cessful young broker who
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IS II

The three high class stenographers
In the office of Huldane & Co. were
?rouped about a table where one of
their number was filling a paraffined
paper bag from a water bottle.
It was the 2d of September, the
postponed "Straw Hat" day of the
year. The sensible office girls of Hul- lane ft Co. were usually precise and
Signified, but they could not resist
All day long from
(oily as It flies.
the great skyscraper building, mischievous office boys and teasing typewriters had gazed from the window In
quest of a belated straw hat in the
passing throng. Once spotted, it became a target for all kinds of missiles, such as paper wads, soaked tow- Panama
sis, and one unfortunate
went skithering from the head of its
nearer, borne along by a well directed bar of soap.
The infection had spread to the
merry group in the Huldane office.
One of the Ingenious trio of misses
tiad thought of a new projectile. It
consisted of a paper bag filled with
water and tied with a piece of string.
Miss Preciosa Huldane, who had
lust arrived in the family automobile
to take her brother, Ransom Huldane,
home, smiling Indulgently at the ex
citement of the girls. Then moving
to the window and gazing down, her
yes lit upon the crown of a neat
but weather beaten straw hat, almost
within dropping range from hir lofty
height. Its wearer was a brisk, erect
and pleasing appearing young man.
The spirit of mischief seized her unaccountably.
"Give me the bag, quick!" she called to the girls.
Preciosa drew back slightly in some
dismay from the window frame as
she witnessed the commotion her im
action had created. The
pulsive
weighted paper bag had grazed its
doBtined target, the straw hat. This
it had knocked promptly from the
head of Its wearer.
The bag had struck the stone pave
ment It burst with a report like the
explosion of an automobile tire. Its
contents spattered over the owner of
the hat. He naturally looked upwards, and Miss Preciosa caught a
flitting sight of a reproachful but
handsome face. Then Dale Winters

h
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ft
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'

'!

tipped
generously.
That young man who was just'
ere, she said is ne tne person
ho lost his bat?"
'Yes, Miss Huldane," replied the
starter. From what he says It was
the only one be had, and he is without the money to buy another one. I
loaned him a stray cap, I happened
to have, and he insisted on giving me
his name and address, so I would be
sure to know it would be returned,
hich doesn't matter in the least.
"Will you show me the card?'
"Why, certainly," assented the
itarter, promptly, but wonderingly.
Preciosa felt like a guilty criminal.
Her tender soul deplored the innocent
mischief she had wrought She was
strangely unlike herself all the ride
home with her brother. Within an
hour she had made a confidant of her
best friend, Mary Bird, and before
two had passed by Mary's brother.
Will, was taken into a conspiracy.
He was deputized to visit this Dalo
Winters as the representative of "four
giddy girls" who had destroyed his
hat, and replace it with the best fall
style money could supply.
More than that the clever young
man did. He learned that Dale Win
ters was a most estimable and efficient young man, temporarily out of
work. How the artful Preciosa worked it she told nobody, but within a
week Dale was induced by young Bird
to apply for a position with Huldane
& Co. and was readily engaged.
It was a lucky day for the big bond
firm.
Six months later while the
head of the house was absent, a near
panic hit the money market Forced
to act on his own initiative. Dale did
just the right thing, and saved the
house from ruin.
That made him "solid" with Ran
som Huldane. Ia the meantime poor,
pitiful Preciosa found that In exercising sympathy and interest in behalf
of Dale, she had learned to love him.
So she came often to the office, and
Dale called at the Huldane home oc
casionally.
It was the 2d of September, a year
to the day, and Preciosa sat in the
office ostensibly awaiting her brother's arrival when Dale entered.
Preciosa smiled as he took off his
hat a straw hat! He read inquiry
in her eyes.
Do not think that I am defying
usage and propriety, Miss Huldane,
"I am defying
he said laughingly.
the custom for tais one day because
it Ib an anniversary."
'Of what, may I ask?" spoke Pre
ciosa, half guessing.
"Of the day of my life when with
the loss of my hat there seemed to
follow nothing but good fortune and
the greatest blessing of It all has been
.
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Child So Afflicted Should Have Im
mediate Care and Proper Medical Attention.

'S

Li-

Those contagious colds, and moat
colds are contagious, should be cared
for from the start, says a writer In

Wallace's Farmer. Keep the child on
a light diet for a day or so; If be Is
weak, keep him in bed, and have him
use antiseptic gauze for a handkerchief. Burn these handkerchiefs and
avoid the danger of spreading the disease farther.
Do not let a child with a bad cold
sleep with a well child; get a bottle
of eucalyptus and put on the pillow
or nightgown to be inhaled through
the night. This Is also a good pre
ventive If used in time. If a handkerchief strongly scented with eucalyptus Is held to the mouth and
nose in a crowd where grip germs are
likely to be found, the danger of contagion is greatly lessened. The odor
Is rather pleasing, and some parents
have their children use It continually
during the season of colds.
Have the victim of a bad cold use a
separate towel; the use of the antiseptic gauze as a towel is an excellent
plan; and teach him to be careful.
The old joke: "What is the result of
A coffin," has too much
cough?
truth in it to be funny. "Only a cold"
many people say, but the cold Is a
ierious matter If neglected. Two
health hints children should be taught
early: To use a disinfectant on every
wound, no matter how slight; and to
get rid of a cold as quickly as
HAVE

ENOUGH

OF

DIVORCE

Couple With Strange Experience Vow
That They Never Will Seek

Another.

Divorced from each other three
times, only to drift back again Into
each other's company, finally remarry
ing for the fourth time, la the story
of the Indiana man and woman who
obtained a license to rewed. The
man Is Robert Slate, thirty-nin- e
years
old, of"Vevay, Ind., and the woman
Is Mrs. Madge Slate, twenty-nin- e
years old, at present of this city.
'Have you been married before?"
was the question put to them by the
license clerk this afternoon. Both ad
mitted that they had been married
to each other three times before.
Slate also admitted that he had been
married to two other women and divorced. They said they had signed
an agreement never to seek another
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First
Chapter to

Appear
Shortly

jriDn
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STORY of a young French peasant whose
jCLi life is devoted to the Napoleonic cause.
A sustained tale with an ingenious plot, characters drawn with unusual understanding and
a pleasing charm of manner.
Don't miss this next serial which we will print!
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It makes the food
more delicious and wholesome.
soda.

The low priced, low grade
powders put alum or lime
phosphates in the food.
Ask Your Doctor About That
Word has been received from O. C.
Yerbury, formerly physical director at
the local Y. M. C. A., who is now ia
Los Angeles. Mr. Yerbury reports
himself in excellent health and senda
his "love" to all the boys In the "Y."
He is now employed In Los Angeles
as physical director of the Loa Angeles Athletic club.

Y, M. C. A. NOTES

Secretary p. H. Le Noir this morning sent to the St. Louis Y. M. C. A
an exhibit of the local association's
boys' class and also of the Y. M. C.
A. camp. This exhibit is the only one
coming from New Mexico, and doubt
less will be among the most interest
ing seen at St. Louis. Similar exhi
bits from Y. M. C. A.'s all over the
country are being sent to St. Louis.
The one sent this morning included
from 10 to 15 pictures taken of the
boys and scenes at the camp.

Word has been received from tbe
basketball team at La Junta, Colo.,
to the effect that it Is willing to meet
the. local team. It probably will be
matched for a game here about the
The boxball alley, which has been latter part of February. It is said
placed partly, in tho lobby of the asso that La Junta boasts a fast team.
ciation, the other portion extendin
Carl Ellis, the man who made the
into the game room proper, has
basketball team, haa
grown to be the popular game of the
association. The young men as well been added to the list of ball tossers
as the older ones play continually, and for the "Y" and is practicing with,
the alleys never rest. Among the the team. He will be a valuable adhigh scores that have been rolled thus dition to the Bquad.
far since the alley has been moved
are: Earl Murphy, 223; Edward Hite,
The students' class has increased
223; Harold Noyes, 214. Many others
largely
during the past few weeks, and
are playing for the big scores, and is
putting out classy work in its
tlfe records, doubtless will be raised.
line. The members are working on.
special features aud may put out an
A bowling team will be picked soon
exhibition in the ,near future.
at the association to play a return
game with the Elks. Five men who
A new addition to the sports at the
make the best averages in six games
will be selected, and the game will be Y, M. C. A. is a card baseball game,
which is claiming the attention of the
rolled in the near future.
young men. The game helps the soThe boys' class at the association cial side of the association considerIs busily employed, due to the efforts ably and adds to the pleasure of visof Physical Director De Marias. The iting that place in the evenings.
boys are working for the spring exhl
bition, which promises to be the big
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
by the
gest thing ever attempted
class.
Optio office.
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"I guess there was a little too much
haste on both Bides, but this time we
expect the wedding knot to stick,
to know you."
He read her fall realization of the said Slate. Cincinnati (Ohio) Dis
sentiment expressed. Her eyes, quick patch to the New York Sun.
ly downcast, oer. brightening color
Thing Never Paid For.
gave his soul hope.
Anyone who does his work well or
'You have something to tell me?'
gets satisfaction out of It, puts him
she said falterlngly.
'Of the love I bear you," he re self into it. Moreover he does things
that he cannot be given credit for,
plied clearly.'
'Then first let me tell you a story finishes parts that no one else will
and Preciosa did; of the straw hat, notice. Even a mediocre amateur mu
nd what it had led to, and she look sician knows that the best parts of
ed up penitent to find only the glory his playing, his personal tributes to
of gratitude and love In his earnest the genius of the composer whom he
plays, are heard by no one but him
eyes.
self and "the God of things as they
And every succeeding 2d of Septem
are." There might be bitterness In
ber these two, man and wife now, the
thought that in our work we get
trim up the discarded straw hat of
or praised only for what is not
paid
the year and go over the blissful nienvparticularly ours, while the work that
ory of their first acquaintanceship, we
put our hearts Into Is not recog
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
nized or rewarded. But in the struggle for spiritual existence we adapt
THE ZUYDER ZEE ourselves to the unappreciative feaDRAINING
tures of our environment and learn
Will Be Costly Work, but Certain to to look elsewhere for recognition. We
do not expect people to pay us for our
Be Amply Repaid in the Value
best We look to the approval of
of the Land.
conscience, to the light of our ideal
The proposal to drain the Zuyder seen more clearly when our work ia
Zee is before the government of Hol good, or to the judgment of God. Our
land again, and in more ambitious terms differ more than our tendenHad Knocked the Hat From the Head
form than ever. The last plan con cies. The essential point Is that for
of Its Owner.
we look
templated draining about 130,000 appreciation of our best work
to a Judge more Just and keen-sighto
acres.
The
proposes
present
plan
made a dash to recover his hat. This
ed than our paymaster. Richard C.
had rolled towardB the curb. The unwater more than three times that Cabot, in the Atlantic.
wind sent it under the wheels of a mch. Dikes are to be built, shutting
off the sea from the famous bay.
passing truck, and it was crushed .to Then
Beneficial Exercise
four great "polders" are to be
atoms.
Exercise to be beneficial must do
The crowd laughed, passing messea walled off and pumped dry, while the these
things:
eer boys
observers at rest of the area is left as a fresh
1. It must slightly increase
the
tittered water lake, with canals leading to
office
windows
the various
strength and force of the heart beat,
and the outside street was one broad various ports.
so as to improve the circulation and
, Whether the Dutch government un
smile. The young man put his hand
do away with any tendency to slugto his head In an embarrassed way. dertakes this task now or not, the
Then he darted through the open door work is sure to be done. Holland Is gishness.
2. It must slightly quicken and
way and into the lobby of the big both rich and land hungry. The engl
the breathing rate so that
are
deepen
involved
simple.
neering problems
building.
more pure air Is drawn into the lungs
Preciosa looked serious as she The estimated cost is about $75,000,- and less
impure air is left behind.
drew back from the window, some- 000 a large sum for a small country,
3. It must stimulate into normal acland
thus
the
but
brought
what ashamed, sincerely sorry. That perhaps,
will produce crops tivity the myriads of glands in the
flitting glimpse of the face below had under cultivation
skin whose duty it Is to rid the body
shown a seriousness not at all in ac- worth $28,000,000 per year.
of a part of the poisonous substances
Zee
as
stands
it
The
today
Zuyder
the
of
cord with the reckless episode
in
of
a
constantly being formed within us.
storm
the
terrific
is
the
result
moment A neat but threadbare suit
any exercise, if carried
of clothes made the gentle hearted thirteenth century. Before that time outPractically
with the correct degree of modermiss wonder if she had not acted un a fresh water lake occupied part of
waves ation, will accomplish these results
wisely, nay, cruelly, in depriving the the area now covered by the
and so deserves the term "beneficial
was
marsh
and
of
rest
the
this
inlet
could
young man of a possession he
exercise." The trouble is that in
A
hurricane
came,
and meadow.
great
poorly spare.
past moderation, almost every
fit's too bad why did I do It?" she piling the waters of the North tea dulged
form of exercise can do more harm
chided herself. Besides, the embar- against the Dutch coast. The feeble
than good.
rassment, the inconvenience, and she dikes then In existence gave way, the
in, the soil was flooded
passed out of the offices regret- ocean rolledwashed
New Use for Quinine.
away, and a bay
and then
.
fully.
cuts
Possibly
Holland
al
was
that
hydrophobia may be cured
established
elevator.
the
Finally Preciosa took
with quinine. It did not seem possi
She glanced timorously but eagerly most in two.
The proposed drainage work will ble, until Dr. Noguchi of the Rockearound the vestibule. The elevator
starter was Just crossing from a Btore restore the shore line of the country feller institute defined the minute
room to a hatless person standing in to something like its early condition germ of the disease, which he was
the shadow of a stone column. He and will reverse the only victory the first to propagate in artificial culbore in his hand an old battered cap. ever won by the ocean against the tures, as probably a protozoon. Quinine kpia the germ of malaria, which
The loiterer accepted it Some few Dutch.
belongs to the family of protozoa,
words passed between them. The
it will not attack bacterial
Smith.
though
Also
on
a
young man penciled something
Jones was always soft hearted. This germs, among which that of rabies
card, gave it to the starter, and haswas formerly classed. In the current
Is what he wrote:
tened from the building.
"Dear Mrs. Smith: Your husband Journal of the American Medical asSomehow a glimpse of the tiMisi-tivrather sad face of the young man cannot come home today because his sociation Dr. D. L. Harris of St Louis
gives a detailed report of an apparent
Her conscience bathing suit was washed away.
troubled Preciosa.
cure of hydrophobia by means of the
was upbraiding her. As she approach"P. S. Poor Smith was Inside the
malarial specific.
ed him, the elevator starter lifted his iUit"
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FLIES

By ELIZABETH SCHOEN COBB.
"Oh, such fun!"
"Let me try, Zllla."
"No, me I know I can land a vic
tim the first time!"
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is a clean light

It does not smudge the wads or ceiling
It is the pure air light

ft

It consumes no oxygen gives off no
impurities

It

the safe light the convenient
light the truly economics! light

is

'

e,

No home can afford to be without electric light. If your home is not wired,
why not get in t uch with us today?
NOW IS THE TiriE.

"At your service1
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production, but wish the steady increase of population and with the
growing distaste for farm labor they
A
are not likely to be
British writer in thd London Fort
nightly Review, discussing the subject
of feeding the world, says:
"The total wheat production of the
hunworld Is approximately thirty-sidred million bushels. Nearly a third
of this is grown in five countries.
Russia and Canada are the only two
countries amongst these wheat producers whose exports promise to expand in Volume with each succeeding
decade. Allowing that Russia, Canand
ada, Rumania, Austria-Hungar- y
Argentina are the countries which furnish the bulk of wheat for the export
and import trade of the world, and
that all other countries either produce
barely more than sufficient for their
own needs or are purchasers of the
surplus of the world's stock, it will
also be realized that in these exporting countries are the only sections of
the world's surface as yet unplowed.
Their possible limit of productiveness
is as yet unknown, but it would be conservative to estimate that Russia and
Canada at least can double their pro
duction by merely extending the operations of the plow."
That writer believes that the United
States can, if it will, feed its own people, although no longer being a great
factor in the ' exportation of food to
the rest of the world. But he looks to
Rusian Siberia and British America for
the main food supply of the world. It
Is still possible to use the Russian
peasantry (emancipated serfs though
they are) in great numbers, but where
will Canada get labor to work her
vast wheat fields?

$2.00
1.00

Advance for Mall

Subscriptions)
Kemlt by check, draft or money
tarter. If sent otherwise we will not
responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
ALL PAPERS

AT

DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

The only tangible prospect is for
British America and the United States
to import millions of Chinese, to be
worked under the management of
great syndicates, to cultivate the land.
The food must come out of the ground, V
and while machinery is available for
much of the labor, the greatest part
of the work must be done by men.
Either the Chinese, or some people
like them, who will stand to their
tasks and fulfill the obligations they
(Continued from Page Qne)
have accepted must be found and in
great numbers, too, to feed the world. General Venustiano Carranza returned
heer laBt nigth after celebrating his
in a humble
birthday' anniversary
manner at the village of Carbo. Twenty-NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
one
guns echoed through the.
New York, Dec. 31. Bidding up of
streets as the special train of
whole
toi.e
the
to
ciai
stocKs
gave
sj
leader steamed
constitutionalist
the
s
list today and althoa. rrtt-sinto
the
city.
Tradwas
firm.
low, the maket
His reecption was aa enthusiastic
ing on the long side was encouraged
as
if Carranza had been away many
varied
selling
by the cessation of the
Investment holdings. months, Instead of but two days;
of scattered
of teleEvening up pf short contracts gave an Aawaiting him were scores
added impulse to the buying move- grams and birthday congratulations.
General Lucio Blanco, General Juan
ment.
and other insurgent commandCabral
in
no
of
With
importance
change
the situation, speculators were not in- ers returned heer yesterday. Confer
clined to trade lieavily on the eve of ences were expected to be held today,
tlhe holiday and business was limited. preliminary to the anticipated camHolders of long stock took the small paign against Guaymas.
profits that were in sight toward the
Mexican Train Destroyed
close of the forenoon and prices BagVera Cruz, Mex., Dec. 31. A federal
ged easily t about yesterday's close.
Bonds were steady.
troop train was blown up with dyna73
mite
;
today 170 miles southeast of
Amalgamated Copper
110
Mexico
City, on the main line of the
Sugar
93
railway, connecting the
Atchison
with the coast.
federal
109
.
capital
Facific
Northern
lines also were torn
The
.168
telegraph
Reading A
to advices received
88
down,
according
Southern Pacific
155
at the federal headquarters here. No
Union Pacific ."
58
further details 'were "available, except
United States Steel
trofflc had not yet been resumed.
that
...106
United States Steel, pfd
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TEEDIXU TUB WORLD
Fending the earth's population is no
"ninbr a national problem as it once
whs. It is now a world problem.
Kew countries are able to feed their
people. Most of them are forced to
'fny food from some other that still
engages to a large extent in agricul- -

It is a singular fact that those na
tions which are farthest advanced in
vwhat is called civilization, in personal
Sliberty, in the fact that they live under
institutions and where there Is
"una
greatest struggle for human
oquallty have to the greatest extent
.abandoned agriculture.
Farm labor seems to be so closely
.associated with serfdom, with slavery
nd peonage that all who can seek to
sscape it.. The western sections of
the United States, where the country
was covered with, wheat fields, was In
the beginning largely cultivated by
people who had emigrated from Northern Europe, while in the southern
slates cotton and corn were the chief
products; they were grown by negro
sslaves on the broad acres of great
Udantatlons.
"iToday there are no slaves in the
United States, and the emancipated
negroes, whenever they could, have
left the farms and gone to, the cities.
In j the northern and western states
the Immigrants have become landholders, and they find it more and more
difficult to get white labor tq work on
their farms, for although! the new
are coming ,at the rate of a
rriijiion a year, they stop in the cities,
und very few go to the rural districts.
In the most advanced countries of
-

liberty
Europe
lias grown to such an extent and the
struggle for individual and class lib
democratic-republica-

n

erty and . for political equality has
snatle such advances that the masses
of the people who were farm laborers
are coming to be landholders, and? as
their proprietorship embraces very
small bodies of land the production to
the individual is' no longer as great as
when instead of being proprietors they
were working under taskmasters.
England, Germany and France are
three great nations dependent upon
others for the wherewithal to feed
heir people. As they grow in population, industry and wealth this dependence increases in (proportion, and yet
it is not held as a fatal, or even a
erlous, weakness in the national foundation or structure. There" has been
.
tails of home supplies, and a few
efforts have heen made to
s
.create a grain and meat reserve under
shelter of the flag; but up to the present this talk and effort have produced
considerable result nor lessened dependence upon foreign teriiory.
"Those countries could increase their
pv-ich-

c

O
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Villa In Juarez
Juarez, Mex. Dec. 31. General Francisco Villa, the rebel leader, arrived
in Juarez from Chihuohua today to be
in a better position to direct by tele-

graph the rebel movements about

i

i

May it prove Full of
Happiness xnd Prosperity

Oji-nag-

TAUPERT
JEWELER.

General Francisco Villa arrived here
His purpose
today from Chihuahua.
was to be in a better position to direct
by telegraph the rebel operations
against Ojinaga.
;

Capital Not Interested In Llnd
Mexico City, Dec. 31. The departure from Mexico of John Llnd, personal representative of President Wilson, caused very little comment here.
Mexican' officials profess to attach
no Importance to Mr. Lind's movements, which they say long ago ceased
to concern them. The morning newspapers published only brief reference
to the fact of his leaving.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Pompilio Buccl, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel, Office of the Probate Clem
M.
County of San Miguel, N.
To all whom it may concern, greeting:
You are hereby notified that the
24th day of February A. D. 1914, h8R
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and

State aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
Pompilio Buccl, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 21th day of
December, A. D. 1913.
LORENZO

will and testament of said Tina G.
Elston, deceased.
In testimony whereof, I nave hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 18 In lay of
December,

A. D., 1913.

LORENZO DELGADO.
Clerk of the Proha-.- e Court

DEIjG ADO,

Clerk of the Probate Court.
Florida buttonwood, a tree confined
largely to the keys along the south
coast, is highly prized for use in cookof Tina G-- Elston, 'deceased.
on
galleys. ' It bnrns slowly
State of New Mexico, County of San ing anship's
even heat and makes but litwith
Miguel Office of the. Probate Clerk, tle smoke or ash.
County of San Miguel, N. M.,
To all whom it may concerngreeting:
More than 800,000 horse power has
You are hereby notified that the
19th day of February A. D. 1914, has been developed from streams on
forests under government regbeen fixed by the Honorably probate
Court, In and for tha County and State ulation... This represents the output
aforesaid, as the day to prove the last under conditions of lowest streamflow.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
.
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Our January White Goods Sale
Starts Friday, January 2, ioi4

Main 2
Main 9

DECEMBER

COMING UP

:

Mexico.

Wew Department

Demand Town's Surrender
Laredo, Tex., Dec. 31. The surrender of Nuevo Laredo by midnight was
demanded of the federal garrison at
that point by constitutionalists today.
An attack" would be begun immediately unless the federals surrendered, ao
cording to the demand. '

Now to Buy Undeimusliiis" I
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JANUARY

WHITE SALE

WHITE SALE

j

w

5: V
Night Gowns

75c to $8.00
Petticoats

Petticoats, narrow of course to meet fashions
decree; some even are split. Up to the minute
wash garments that ire 'sure 'to please. We are
showing them from ft

All

ONE THIRD

All White Goods Included
To make this sale popular, we shall give a special discount of One Fourth on Towels, Sheets,.-Pillo-

Cases and Bed Spresdl'
January 2 to January 18

.!(.:

':?,

10c values, specially priced, per yard
15c values, specially priced, per yard
25o

j

values,
30c values,
35o values,
SOo values,

specially priced, per yard
specially priced, per yard
specially priced, per yard
specially priced, per yard

.

23c

I

All

f

THE

STOREOF QUALITY'.
f? f 1

EiLASVEGAS

Ji!

Jiff-

$27.50, $30, $32.50, $35.00 and $40 Suils
and Coafs, Now

9 11

'.

23c to $1.84

35c

j

'

s.

2Uc

$9.98

WHITE SALE

w

New and Charming Combination Suits. They
are decidedly a great combination Corset Covers
' and Drawers
also Corset Covers and Petticoats of
daintiest nainsook; exquisite in finish

'

17c

.

Combination Suits

Corset Covers attractive because of their unusually pretty lace, embroidery and rosette trim-ingSome are cut low, others are cut high.
These display the finest workmanship. Prices

lOo

.

$2.25 to $6.75

Corset Clovers

7c

$15, $17.50 and $22.50 Suits and Coats, Now

JANUA

The workmanship and finish of these garments
are of a quality that will appeal to the woman
who has a critical eye for such things, and the
prices are well below usual figures

$2.34 to $4.00

Nainsook, Long Cloth, India Linon, Persian Lawn, Cambric

Umbrella or regular style Drawers shown in
a variety of nice fabrics trimmed in pretty laces
and embroideries. January White Sale prices are

23c to $2.67

I

This blue ribbon event of snow white undergarments opens Friday morning with a most beautiful assortment of lovely garments rippling out in
billowy softness.

Drawers

Chemises

?

f4f
WfJ

wear Reduced

j

H

57c to $9.00
":Jtr

11

;

If

An assortment unusual in its completeness is
here.' Trim and neat Gowns .made of English
Long Clothes and finest Cambries. Gowns that
will please the most fastidious tastes. Sale Prices

1 1

All Muslin Under- -

.

S13.98

JANUARY

AH

U.M.

WHITE SALE

r-.-
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MEN BLAME IT ON LAS VEGAS LOOKS

THE OFFICERS OF THE

T

Ml

OLD

SPUING

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
'
Itomalne. Adv.
N. A. Alexander of Albuquerque

6ECEMBER

MOTHER

FORWARD

PEOPLES BANK & TRUST

TO

CO.

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
DHESS GINGHAMS

was a business visitor here today.
Liggett's candy Just received by express at Murphey's. Adv.
J. A. Rihl of Albuquerque came in
last night for a short business visit.
A. B, Young came in last night from
Albuquerque for a short business visit.
Harry Maurice of Sapello came in
last night for a few days' stay in Las

EVE

PROGRESS
Extend greetings and best wishes to all their customers and friends
and wish them a HAPPY and PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

THEY SAY SHE ORGANIZED THE
(Continued From Page One.)
FIRST AID SOCIETY BY HUNTand plenty of patience it is only a
ING UP THE APPLE
matter of time until this' will be the
The members and friends of the big city of the state.
First Christian congregation had a "We have everything needed for
jolly good time last night at the ta this ambition and it is certain" to
Vegas.
ACTUAL COST SALE
OUR
bernacle, when the ladies were the come," said Mr. Raynolds. VThls city
B. S- - Floershelin came In this afterguests of the men of the church. The is the most substantial business point take its proper place in the state or highly satisfactory to the taxpayers. conditions with what we have in Laa
noon from Springer for a short busimen had prepared a funny farce, which in New Mexico. All the people here whether we shall lie dormant for an We have fixed the streets and placed Vegas. This year the various asso
of ladies ready-to-wegoods
ness visit.
come nearer owning their property other
year. I am unable to predict them in the best condition in over a ciations dispensing charity were sur
they staged to the amusement of the
'
afterthis
came
in
W.
and being out of debt than those any what the citizens will do."
F.
Wagner
was
is still on. All other items
The
called
dozen years, maintaining them in ex- prised to find needy families difficult
piece
gathering.
noon from Albuquerque for a short
men assert- other place In the west, and we have "Confidence Restored" Cunningham cellent shape by dragging after every to locate.
the
Aid
"Eve's
d
reduc-eSociety,"
Everybody was well pro-- .
in the store at greatly
business visit.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of rain or snow. We have accomplished
the first aid society was formed more natural resources within 10 or
ing
15 miles of the city than many places
J. W. Bowden of the Colsen Fruit
prices.
the San Mlgue, National bank, in all this and have money, left In the healthseekers and a few resident fam- in the Garden of Eden, when Eve
our size. We must be
company of Raton, was a business
aided Adam in committing sin by pre- three, times
mlatorivne..
speaking of the. future for Las Vegas, treasury, a condition which formerly Iliea who had; suffereJ
patient, though, and let the world with particular inference to the com did not exist often at the close of The merchants on beta s'das of the
visitor here today.
forbidden
him
the
with
apple.
senting
Alknow what we have, and then will
O. S. Griffin and R. A. Parish of
any year.
In the performance of the farce the come
ing year, saiij;.
Galllnas report a succesa'ul year, and
the realization of what we denight for a
"For 1914 we expect many good the banks and trust compai-Ie- s
buauerque came in
women's
"I believe, the outlook for the year
in
dressed
were
are
men
clothing
&
Hoffman Graubartb
sire, Las Vegas, the big city of the is first Class.
'short business visit
and called each other "Sister." Fol west."
Every persdn has rea- things. First will come the paving paying good dividends. A ouilding
came
F. B. Clarke of Albuquerque
son to be hopeful for the future of of Bridge street, followed closely by boom Is prqailsei lor next string,
lowing is a summary of the proceedTHE POPULARPRICE STORE
Kelly Expects Good Crops
In last night from the Duke City for
Las. Vegas, the country as a whole the paving of the entire plaza road- which, with paving and roads build
ings:
Harry W. Kelly, of the firm of
a short business visit.
Phone Main 104
and especially New Mexico, The re- way, "yhe the electric lighting sys-t- e ing, will provide work for many men
After arrival of the ladies, the presi- Gross
Kelly & Company, said he ex
W. W. Tipton came in yesterday
wllft be icftproveJ.
We expect for several monthsi' J On the whole,
cent passage" of the currency measure
dent opens the meeting.
pects a successful year for 1914 for
to lllunvte&to the .entireest Bide ac- the outlook is excellent for a prosperevening from,,his. home at Los Aiamos
miarestore
of
will
the
confiden.ee
Calls
the
for
reading
throughout
Gossip,
the agricultural Industry. "The snow
Tor a short business visit.
S. C Horsford; a professor from the
ous year in 1914, and I believe Greater
arouses, spirit ot pro- - cording to latest and most
utes, previous meeting.
this winter will be a valuable asset nation and,
afternoon
this
returned
Paice.
iS. O.
In
district
methods.
business
all
the
dis
TlniversityJ('of Illinois who has been
for
now
are
end
open
Las Vegas will mak a lasting gain
The minutes
unbuilding."
towards the success of the, f&rnjers erepiveness
ifrom Denver where he has been spend- visiting In Lag Vegas for the past few
and a large portion, of the residential toward dts final goaL the best city in,
Harris
"Pull
cussion.
says
Together"
next year." said Mr. Kelly, "and on
ing the holidays with relatives.
weeks, left today for BanU Fe where
as l understand it you want an section wa expect to install orna- - New Mexteo;
Call for approval of minutes,
I
this
a
good
year."
predict
this
Whitaker
returned
Miss Susie
mental poles bearing cluster lamps.
he will' visit for some time and later j Call for.
"Cattle men report conditions on
expression from me as to Las Vegas,
preacher coming year.
Roberts Expects More Students
II
.Then the streets will be classified and
afternoon from El Paso where she has nptiiro tn Tlllnnia
aa good. They expect to
k
'
the
to
theand.
"
her
funds
for
otriing
pay
of
Discuss
possibilties
raising
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
the houses numbered. In preparation make good money next year."
;
betn visiting for the past few weeks.
Toiman, formerly locate nere preacher.
year.
New
of
Mexico
Normal
the
University,
Miss M. L. Pugh left yesterday aft
for free mail delivery. The names of
andMemployed by the Santa F Kan-waat
"In
discussed
rea
my opinion there is every
Suggest rummage' sale,
when asked for a forecast for the con
ernoon for Denver where she will rethe streets will be placed at each
oompany as a civil engineer, came
son for advancement.
Las Vegas is
- FIRE KILLS EIGHT
ing year, said: "I believe the pro
main for several weeks visiting in last night from Denver for a short previous meeting.
street
intersection, handsome ornaRehearsal for concert.
nects for Las Vegas are good. The at a beautiful little city, nicely located. mental
friends.
elecon
the
men and three women were killfive
visit hi his way' to Lubbock, Texas,
signs being placed
First song by the ladies.
tendance at the Normal University with a climate that cannot be sur- tric ulfft
Dan Healey of Chicago left last where he will be
to
The
next
ed
a tenement house fire at 9S
in
thing
the
poles.
by
employed
Recitation by Sister Imhoff.
will be larger next summer than ever passed and whose people are among
night for his home. He has been vis- road.
follow win be tne construction or a Monroe street, in the crowded East
Recitation by Sister Showalter.
before, and the increase of students the best. Its growth and advance- sewer system,
iting his brother hero for the past
something the admin- side district today. Fifteen persona
C. E. Richmond, manager of the InBurks.
Sister
means more wealth for the city. The ment is largely dependent on Its citi- istration has been
Recitation
by
weeks.
jfew
working toward in were Injured, four seriously, by jumpa
Oil
company, corporation
dependent
increase wehave enjoyed in 1913 Is zens and their ability to get together a
Recitation by Sister Noll.
JVIr. and Mrs. Ailmricker came In
over a year.
manner
for
quiet
ing from fire escapes.
haying its headquarters in Decatur,
not confined "only tcl the summer and pull together for a Greater Las
Suffrage talk by Sister Faunce.
No Poverty Exists
this afternoon from Houston, Texas, Ill.i was a Visitor in Los Vegas
The fire started on the ground floor,
school but is general in both the Vegas. In place of criticism for those
Solo by Sister Barnett.
"When one reads in the newspapers cutting off escape by the stairway. It
and will remain here for several days
Mr Richmond's family is in
will
and
with whom we differ, exercise discre- of the
winter and summer sections,
Closing.
suffering in Pacific coast cities is supposed to have been of incedlary
as visitors.
Albuquerque, for the benefit of Mrs.
next year. The best asset tion and silence. Aim for that which because of the lack of
be
greater
from
man
work, and hears
E. E. Todd, a hotel
Richmond's health, and he contemof
to the city, I believe, is the loyalty
results In the greatest good for the of business depression in many parts origin.
came in last night and will re
plates locating In the southwest. Mr.
the people of the city to the Normal, town and its people, and not for the of the country," continued the mayor,
main in Las Vegas for the remainder Richmond said he was much Interestand the, realization that they have a individual,
8ubBcribe for The Optic.
"one cannot help but contrast those
of the winter.
'
ed In Las Vegas. Ho subscribed for
"TUd above put into practice would
college in their midst which helps
Mrs. E, L. Murphy of Shoemaker The
Optic in order to fieep in touch
the business of tae community."
pave the way for mutual good will and
was a visitor here today on her way with events here.
Pr. Roberta stated thftt at the next Las Vega8 would prosper beyond ouf
to El Paso. She Is accompanied by
session of the state legislature efforts expectations." So said J. W. Harris,
her mother.
1
would be made to secure another
president of the Peoples Bank and
Mrs. A. E. Comfort, for the past 18
building for the Normal.
Trust company.
months a resident of this city, left DEATH TOOK A HEAVY
HILL
"We need it and must have it and
1914 Looks Good to llfelds
yesterday afternoon for Phoenix, Ariz.,
of
the
the
to
convince
people
That
hope
Very Fuuny Play That Has Swept the Whole Coun-- '
The Charles Ilfeld company
where she will remain.
shows the
which
of
With
this
need,
state
PLACE
try
WILL
TAKE
FUNERAL
Cyclones of Laughter.
see
in
OF
advance
a
Las
TOLL
great
Mrs. James Murphy of Raton arof the Institution," he congrowth
PARENTS
HF.R
HOME
FROM
state
Overahadowing
OF
Any Cartoon Play Produced Since Printand
the
Vegas
throughout
during
will
and
rived in Las Vegas yesterday
m
v
i
t'- cluded. "
Was
Ink
er's
''""''"'".
Invented.
IN BENTON" HARBOR
to
the
the "coming year, according,
remain here for several days visiting
Bacharach Wants Land Irrigated
TWENTY-SEVEPIONEERS OF LAS
statement of Herman Ilfeld and Wilfriends and relatives.
BachIke Bacharach of the firm of
VEGAS DIED DURING THE
The boi'y of Mrs. Laura Bryan',
liam Springer this morning. These
William Kearney returned this af
arach Brothers stated that indica- officials of the firm say they believe
..
1913
died
B.
who
Tl.omas
wife
YEAR
of
Bryant,
ternoon to his home at Watrous, after
will be a big Las
yesterday afternoon at 2:20 o'clock, tions are that next year
Vegas will go forward In great
having been a business visitor here
business
year.
a
to
will
sent
be
strides
because of the development of
Ven
II.
has
Petten
tonight
S.
MrsBryant's
prepared
for the past few days.
"Due to the fact that few cattle and the surrounding country.
Mich.
old
in
home
who
Las
of
Benton,
Harbor,
oldtimers
of
list
Vegas
the
A. F. Morrisette, claim adjuster for
Mr. Bryant will accompany it.
sheep have been lost in the storms,
"With good crops this year will
this division, of the Santa Fe railway, have died during the yca just closin
the heavy snows, which will ben- comg unusual prosperity," said Mr.
and
sufferer
for
had
Mrs.
a
been
of
to
minds
home
the
Bryant
it
and
brings
returned last night from a short busi
I believe that next Ilfeld. "The cattle men report conthose still living that time Is advancing several years, and during the past sev efit the farmer,
ness visit in Albuquerque.
will
be
deprofitable in every way," ditions excellent on account of the
year
men eral months had taken a decided
E. J. Creighton, of the Missouri Val rapidly and that one by one the
"The future of lateness of
Mr. Bacharach.
said
serious
condition
cline.
Her
became
pasture during the fall,
women who laid the. foundations
the use of
ley Bridge and Iron company, came in and
upon
Las
depends
Vegas
Mrs.
week.
in good condition for
the
of
first
stock
this
part
are
putting
passing away.
eslast night from Denver and will re- - for the present city
was ?8 years of age and had and development of our resources,
the winter. I am told that there will
Bryant
who
have
old
timers
of
number
The
main here for some time on business.
the utilization of our irriga- be great activity during the coming
27. The list, been a resident of Las Vegas for the pecially
Mrs. Earl Norton, who has been vis- died during the year is
lands."
ble
Ben12
was
in
born
years. She
year on the part of the farmers, who
old time residents, past
iting relatives In Las Vegas for the which includes only
Ross Sees Prosperity Copiing .
ton Harbor, Mich., where she resided
are learning from season to season
a
follows:
is
as
aftpast three months, left yesterday
Thomas Ross, a member of the how best to convert their labors and
She
to
to
Las
Vegas.
coming
prior
O.
Mrs.
O.
Wood,
Joseph
Mr. Joseph
ernoon for her home in Los Angeles.
board of directors of the Commercial the fruit of their fields into money."
M. was married to Mr. Bryant in Benton
The orchestra which will furnish Wood, Mrs. J. H. Richley, Mrs.
is optimistic in his views conclub,
13 years ago. Mr. and
Mr. Springer said he could notice
Mr. John Harbor about
P.
S.
Mr.
Las1 Vegas. When
Flint,
at
Friedman,
ball
Eve
New
Year's
music at the
Mrs. Bryant were parents of a eon cerning the future of
a greater
spirit on the
The Two Funny Fellows
Mr.
E.
Rosenwald,
Mrs.
the Castaneda hotel this evening ar- Malcomb,
asked for a statement Mr. Ross used part of the citizens and was convinced
who
died
months,
eleven
of
at
the
age
.'
Wester-manO.
Fred
Mr.
to Life, You See Tlieni
Come
Ward,
W.
is
George
that
as an illustration the activity
rived this afternoon from Albuquer10 years ago.
that Las Vegas, utilizing Its natural
Mr. Frank Cayot, Mrs. Martha
iu
West
on
now
side,
the
in
progress
the,
Morning Papers, and
que.
resources and with a united citizenry
Besides her husband, Mrs. Bryant
Mrs
J. E. KetUe, accompanied by his Green, Mrs. A. H. Closson,
Meet Them Face to Face at
Is survived by her parents, Mr. and where the business men have decided back of every movement for the welsister, Mrs. Murray Carleton, left yes- Roman Gallegos, Mr. Benigno Romero, Mrs. Samuel Versaw of Benton Har- to pave Bridge street. He Bpoke also fare of the community, would be prosthe Theatre.
Mr. Charles Onion,
terday afternoon for" Denver. Mr. MrS.'S. T. Kline,
bor ;.a sister, Mrs. Sarah Phillips of of the contemplated Building of a perous and make material and lastKettle has been in' Las Vegas for Mm) W. W. Rawlins, Mrs. Luderman Tacoma, Wash., and three brothers, number of business houses on that ing gains during the year which will
' '3Vj'd '"'
White, Mrs. P. Trambley, Mrs.; (Wil- Arthur Versaw, Glen Versaw. and Har- thoroughfare. The move that is being arrive at midnight,
several days.
G.
T.
to
TWO CARS OF SPECIAL StENERR.
Elston,
Mrs.
is
side
West
on
pave
and
the
liam
M.
A. Van Houten
Mr. and Mrs.
Uptegrove,
More
Needed
rison Versaw, all of Tacoma, Wash. pushed
14 Months in New York, 6 Months in Chicago, 4 Months in Boston
cluster
Install
lights
street,
J. H. Ricker came in this afternoon Mrs. Mary or, Mrs. D. D. Harkness,
in
Bridge
held
"We have the resources here to
The funeral services will be
from Shoemaker and will attend the Mrs. E.Heny Mr. McDonald, Mr. Benton Harbor the latter part of this set 100 feet apart on both sides of make this the best city la the southSeats at Murphey's
Prices, $1.50, $1.00 and 75c
the thoroughfare and around the west," said David Rosenwald of RosNew Year's Eve party this evening Charles Kohn, Mrs. Charles Rudulph, week.
and Mr. P. Buocl,
at the Castaneda hotel.
enwald & Son, this1 morning, "but we
During her residence in Las Vegas Plaza.
i
Many New Buildings
must quit knocking each other and go
Mrs. Bryant made many warm friends.
The firm of Stern & Nahm will to work for a greater Las Vegas, if
She was a woman of unusual strength
erect
a two story building on the we succeed in growing into our natof character. She was a member of
north aide of Bridge .street with a 55- - ural heritage. Our firm expects an
of
Order
the.
Ladies'
the
of
Auxiliary
OT
foot front. Ludwlg W. Ilfeld also will Increase In business next year, just as
Railway Conductors and held an office
front building, and It had an increase in. 1913, but that
a
build
mourn
friends
in that order. Her many
hardware establish- does not
finest
the
plans
her death.
spell success. What we all
ment In the state. Thomas Ross will want to do is to advance our
city and
erect a building on his lot west of niake.lt the
IT'S SOME SHOW
place It should be, the best
the Winters drug store and several ift New Mexico. Let us pull together,
"It's at the Duncan."
other buildings will be built on the
"What?"
complete the irrigation system and go
'
l
Panama;' southside,o,.ike ..street.,.,
after everything worth while.- - The
"Wh"yr,'Jltiirand7efr-'ffThe street will be graded up as result will be that we will get so busy
of course. Denny Gallagher saw It
thus
we
for the commiraity-th- at
down toNew " York and- he says it's high as two. feetin some, places,
To all who, by wish, word or act, have
or alteration of working
the
raising
requiring
will
the best ever."
forget any little differences we
out nobody
"That's good enough for me Come several business houses,
aided and encouraged the success of my
may have ,and the result will be a
All this, Mr. Ross said,
is
We want you to know that your business the past year wa3 greatly
kicking.
and
to
bigger and better Las Vegas. I conon, let's' go down
Murphey's
business during the
is a sign of progressiveness.
year I ex
appreciated . We hope the
fidently expect to see this city have
.j
get a couple of seats before they're
"I believe that Las Vegas will pros a
of 20,000 people within
all gone. The show Is on January 7.
population
tend hearty thanks and bespeak for
the next year, and
the next five years."
"If you've got a scrap wld the old per greatly during
:'
do so in other years. The
to
continue
them as for the whole wide world, in
woman, or maybe it's a 'hangover,'
Mayor Delgado's Forecast
,f
on
West
side
the
move
being pushed
Lorenzo Delgado of the town
well, anyway go down to Murphey's
an exceedingly prosperous and
of the kind of Mayor
and get a couple ot seats for 'Mutt is one of the best signs
Las Vegas says nis town has much
that wa wish you personally will get into your home and v :
and
of
progressiveness
prosperity
here
be
to
c1913
In
It's
to
for
and
thankful
. j.
Panama,'
and Jeff
be
and make them better and more prosperous in the year to
during
happy New Year.
which go toward making a city bigger, much to look forward to
January 7. I'll bet when you come
during 1514.
"The year just closing," said Mayor
home that you won't have any grudge better and greater."
Fleming Says Get Bysy
Delgado this morning, "has witnessed
agin any living soul. You'll Just elm-plGeorge A. Flaming, manager of the the end of a long controversy between
laugh your blamed head off. I
i
corporation the town and the Agtia Fura company,
didl and I ain't ashamed to say so, Investment and Agency
th a
of
several
and
secretory
for
years
neither.""''
controversy which began several
Commercial club, said when asked for years ago when ..tlia. county commis; 1
Last year the forest service dis- a 1914 prediction:
sioners were enjoined from furntHhlns:
'It is entirely up to the citizens of water to the. town of Las yegas, a
tributed 116,000 basket willow cutrethe eonnty peat. We have settle'
tings; 15,000 to forest 'schools, 20,000 Las Vegas whether the splendid
to agricultural experiment stations, sources which lie at the doors of this with the company and have tmi.le i
ar-- j
and 81,000 to individuate.
city shall be developed and the city new contract, the terms of whu-tur;

has arrived. Make your selections at once while you have
the choice of the newest and
daintest patterns and colors.

PEOPLES BANK & TR.UST CO.
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

OPTIC

T3he
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night at
A, M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenue ai
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are bo
each month. Tlaltini dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Prest
brothers cordially in- dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; 0. sV
vited. .Wb. P. Mills, Baily, Treasurer.
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W. 21,

ADVER

EDUCATION TOO LATE
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OPTIC'S NUMIEft, MAIN

No. 10..

I.

their hall on Sixth street All voting
brethren cordially Invited to attend
P. D. Fries, N. 0.; Gus Lehman, V.
0.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werts
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
I

The Optic Office
Be

Done Quickly an

Rightly

He

Can't you see my heart's breali

ing?

I'll call papa; he s a doctor.
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WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
N. M
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1J
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
EKWIi
'
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p. m
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EMPRESS
FLOUR
It s giving you
a present ror doing something
you d do any
way when you
learn how Much

5

--

FLOUR realk

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROliU

tMrKLoa rLUUn RnU a
FIVE

J

V

I

STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE K
IT S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

SONS'&AA
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

1

I

.1

tamed m tnu city

EMPRESS
can be Av
tirom

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or Mori, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

........... -- 20c

per

........S0c
.....i..40c

pr

Sbs.

16

25c per 109 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

......50c

168

lbs.

per 1M

Ibfc

AGDA PURA COMPANY

MERCHANTS CAFE

Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natiral Ice, the Ptultt
LasUng Qualities of Whleh Have Made Las Vegaa Jamoua.

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast. Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

iS

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

C. C. CLAYTON, prop
617 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair ana bcaip
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

ANT Ads
Are Best

23

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

CO

Tears Practical Experience.

E. A. JONES

W. W. BOWERS.

That property
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i4 wo
newspaper

waat lo
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aef 88
who reads the avda. l tM
your property unless It ftre advertised here.
Others, who read and aaaer ads. in this aevsiafer waat (rot
are anxious to ' Pay cash for) books, aatomobllea, ued teae&inesnr
and furniture, artielei of tsnlness ef any sert, aad multal tiki
Aa the classified ads.

HUNKER

Hankei

Attorn
Las Vetras.

earek eui the people le vhem among (HI
on.
those who MIGHT BIT the particular talag ii worth
d

etrnme&ta.

ATTOUNEYao
& HUNKER
Chester A.
A.
Hunker.
George

Market Finders
Cl&eslrl&J

New Merl

aible softs
kets. .

f
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BefferEMPRESS

OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and

ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

m.
m.
m,
m.

p.
a.
p.
p.

Silver Spoon
-i- you use

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet

CllscssHassscua

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

This elegant Rogers'

FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
employed,
comfortable, furnished
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
room; no health seekers. Phone Love at Woodmen
ol th9 World hall
Purple 5301.
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
FOR RENT Five room house 91C
G. Laeinmle, Clerk; Z. W
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad Sonsul;
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
Avenue.
members are especially welcooe and
cordially Invited.

JONES-BOWER-

Mrs. Goodhart Couldn't find work.
PerhaDS you didn't look well
TiiiBtv Rhodes No. mum, I didn't
look well because I was ill.

. .

Depart

p. m
a. m
p. m

For YOU!

day of the month in the vestry roomi
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable of
Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock V
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
pered, electric lights. Low rate. vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
Phone Purple 5301.
Greenclay, Secretary.

...

.

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street on the

TOO ILL TO LOOK WELL

ltif.::;s

--

7.
9.

ntrt

MEAN?

Miss Antique Love Is not blind.
Miss Caustique Then sometimes he

THE ONLY UNION

.

first and third Mondays of each
FOR SALE Household goods. 716 month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Seventh street.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan- FOR SALE 40 horse power touring cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
car, In good order, $250 if taken at 90s Jackson avenue: Z. W. Montamie.
once. Biehl Garage.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR SALE Underwood
twpewriter,
No. 5, also Remington, No.; 10,' lat L.
O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
est model. We can save you $25
He I fell over here once and nearly
fourth Thursday
evening eacb
to $45 on any make typewriter. The
dashed my brains out
month at W. O. W. hall. Visltint
Shei I wondered wliere it happened.
Rosenthal, opposite the Y. M. C. A. brothers
cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
WOULD REPAIR IT

To

2:00 p. m

1:35 p. m
West Bound

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

A position by competent Trustea
woman to work for room and board
while attending school. Address P. o. p. o. ELKS Meets second and
O. Box 353.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth
unit
WANTED Girl for general
house- DoUgiaB
brothers
aTnue.
Visiting
work. 1102 Eighth street
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
WANTED Chambermaid at Las Ve
Secretary.
gas hospital.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
t' K,l
o ' sir4iVMr
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
0o
o sr
o
o
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LODGE NO
Monday evening ai

WANTED

;

.

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8
1. Meets every

VJsssstczJ

WHAT DID SHE MEAN?

LOCAL TIME CARD

East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
A. Brinegar, H. p.;
7:45 p. m.
o. No. 2.. .. 7:20 p. m
j.
11:59 p. m.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. P. No. 4.. .11:54 p. m
Blood, Secretary.
No. 8.. .. 2:25 a. m.. ... 2:30 a. m.

For Cslo

CD C

cordial-ly'lnvite-

"Jiilar

lid rtrrliJfcH

"Marriage is an education."
"Yes, you have to get married be
fore you know enough not to;

Meets first aud tbird Tuesday evenings each month at Woodd
men hall. Visiting brothers
to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
conclave fee: d Turn
No ad to occupy less space than two
day in each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:l p. a. O. H.
lines All advertisements charged
KlnkeL
Chaa. Tamne, Rewill be booked at space actually set
corder.
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in

"

t Will

h. 8 fan Pettra, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

Hey! I fought yous sez you could
beat me any day?"
meant foot racin'. '
I m--

I

SJ

AND CAFE

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

fey

eoase

all

ef aa
be Kaders ef the best

tsslie hyta,

c

I
I
f
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COULD NOT PUT

I
Eczema on Hands, Face, Neck and
Arms, Could Not Sleep Nights
for Burning and Itching, Used
Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
Now Entirely Cured,
" Erauraa had both8t. llolens. Ore.
ered me for two years. First it came on my
bands then on my faco, neck and arms. My
hand first began to crack along the lines in
the hand, and a while rash broke out. I was
bothered with it. A rash came all over my
face and I could not slocp nifihts for the
burning and itching. I scratched myself at
night till my neck, arms and face were one
mass of sores. I could not put my hands in
water and my hands and face were all disfigured.

"I tried six or eight different ointments
without auy relier. A friend sent for a
sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
Jne made me a present of it and before I had
used half of the sample I felt a relief from
that terrific itching and burning. I then
bought four cakes of Cuticura Soap and six
I used three
boxes of Cuticura Ointment.
cakes of the Cuticura Soap and three boxes
of the Cuticura Ointment and now I am
entirely cured.". (Signed) J. A. Pender,

.Apr. 22, 1913, Although the Cuticura Snap and Ointment are most successful in the treatment
of affections of the skin, scalp, hair and
liands, they are also most valuable for everyday use in the toilet, bath and nursery because they promote and maintain the health
of the skin and hair from infancy to ago.
Liberal sample of each
ftoid everywhere.
mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address
post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
JWMen who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.

ganized by the East Side Protective
association with a view to giving the
future citizens a practical training in
and politics. The
polling places will he at the public
sciools, and assemblymen, congressmen, mayors and heads of municipal
departments wild be nominated. The
general election will be held on Lincoln's birthday, when candidates leading in the primary will he voted on.
The original idea was to limit the
voting rights to the boys. The announcement to this effect, however,
brought forth a .vigorous protest from
the girls, with the result that a proclamation granting equal suffrage
was promptly issued.
WYOMING TEACHERS

college, Dr. June Downey of thesTJnl-versitof Wyoming, and O. H. Ben-

y

son of the United States department
i
of agriculture.
NO MORE RAILROAD PASSES
SprTngfiekl, 111., Dec. 31 All of the
'
railroads doing business in Illinois
will tomorrow abolish the pass privilege, except as .it applies to their employes. This is in compliance with
a stringent provision in the new pub-

lic utilities act. Another provision of
the same act forbids individuals and
corporations from attempting to secure
"JUVENILE DEMOCRACY"
service from the railroads at less than
New York, Dec. 31. The moat the scheduled rates.
unique election in the history of New
York will be held tomorrow, when
Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
,40,000 or more children of the lower Druggists refund money if PAZO
East side will vote in the first pri- OINTMENT fails to cure Itching,
mary election of a "juvenile democ- Blind, Bleeding or Protruding piles.
racy." The movement has been or First application gives relief. 25c.
"rf- f i iiriM'T'itlAitrfl

rkrr MiMi

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

iSanta, Fe, Dec. 31 The Shallow
Water Land company filed incorporation papers with the state corporation
commission yesterday. A. W. Pollard
of! Deming is the agent for the new
company. The capital stock is $100,-00- 0
divided into ?100 shares. The
company starts business with, $2,100
subscribed, held by the following who
are the incorporators: Joseph A.
seven shares; A. W. Pollard,
Charles-E- .
seven shares;
Mieese,
seven shares, all of Deming.

Insurance Receipts
In closing up the year's work

Jaco-b-

y

Shaves, superintendent of insurance, finds that he has collected in
insurance taxes during the year now
drawing to a close the sum of ?32,r
950.C1.
Of this sum ?31,350 was collected hetween February 1 and March
31.

Time Extended
In a letter from the secretary of
war, the adjutant general of New Mexico is informed that the regimental
organization of the state militia will
be continued intact until Aril 1 in order to give more time in which to recruit and muster in the three additional companies required to comply with
the regimental organization requirements. This extension of time was
asked for by Adjutant General H. T.
Herring, because of the fact that he
had been so recently appointed he
could not get the three required companies mustered Into the service by
January 1, the time originally set.
Detailed to New Mexico
Dennis Burns, sergeant in the Twenty-second
Infantry, has been detailed
as Instructor for the New Mexico militia, according to orders received by
Adjutant General Herring. He will report immediately and will probably
spend a' month with each company
in the state. First Lieutenant Frederick C. Test, who has been detailed
to New Mexico, as inspector instructor, will probably arrive tomorrow to
take up his duties.

Many Auto Licenses
this
Including the mall
morning, a total of 214 automobile licenses had been applied for, and the
tage and licenses had been forwarded
by the secretary of state., This does OHIO SALOONS MUST TOE MARK
not Include the mail received after
Columbus, O., Dec. 31. The year
noon today. For the past day or two 1914 is not
to wet its feet when
the applications have been coming in it makes itslikely
entry into Ohio. Much of
at the rate of about 00 a day.
the liquid refreshments usually acBig Volume
companying the New Year's Eve revThe state corporation commission elries will be missing. The state
has received the typewritten testimo- liquor license commission, which has
ny taken at the Albuquerque interstate heen given, a strangle hold on the
commerce commission hearing. It liquor traffic by recent legislation,
makes a volume of 1,487 typewritten has handed out the order that every
pages. The testimony of the Roswell saloon in the state ust close its doors
hearing has not been received as yet, promptly at midnight. The indicabut it will probably amount to about tions are that the order will be genthe same number of pages. At these erally obeyed.
hearings, the question of New Mexico
rates were up for readjustment, the
commission contending that they were
Subscribe for The Optic.
-
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By GEORGE ELMER COBB.
"I'm afraid we are going to lose
our money, Abner."
"I hope not, Mary; I think not
When we decided to go into this
business we agreed to Btay by it to
the last. It is a long way from a

failure."

"Yes," sighed Mrs. Vance, "but the
anxiety and slow worry in wearing

you down."
"The only mistake we made was
that we calculated on too little capital.
With another thousand dollars
I could have overcome all the difficulties."
"We invested all we had, Abner."
"So, let us make the best of it,"
smiled her optimistic husband. "We
are started right, we will give clean,
meritorious entertainment, and we
ire bound to win!"
It was a peculiar position in which
the Vances found themselves. Two
months previously they had sold out

i little general store business that
bad given them a bare

living for
:wenty years and enabled them to
iive their only daughter, Helen, an
jxcellent musical education.
A relative in the south had been
the cause of a sudden determination
on the part of theee worthy, credulous people that had altered the whole
current of their lives. He was something of a plunger and speculator,
with the motto:
"Get in first on the
new things." He had made a lucky
investment in a motion picture show
and was fast acquiring a fortune.
"We'll sell out, find a nice, respectable location in some pretty home
town and go into the business," decided Mr. Vance. "I'll learn how to
operate the films, you fan take in the
tickets and Helen why, with her
lovely voice and fine piano playing,
she'd be half the show."
So, pride and novelty carried the
Vances away from their usual sober
judgment and here they were now,
discussing the results as proprietors
of the "Palace" photo playhouse at
They found a poor, cheap motion
picture show in the town when they
started in. but it catered to a second-clas- s
clientele. There was a vacant
hall in the place that Mr. Vance coveted, but the rent was too high. The

n

dead alcoholic taint permeated the air.
It was plain to read the presentment
strong drink.
They aroused the unconscious man
through their own ministrations, bat
they discovered that one limb seemed
broken. The doctor told them that
it was a bad fracture when he was
summoned by the humane Mr. Vance.
They knew the next day all that
the young man cared to tell about
himself. His name was Adrian Noble.
He had been turned away from his
father's door on account of bis drinking habits. He bad wandered to Maihad
den, in a muddled condition,
fallen from a high sidewalk and here
he was penniless, homeless and
friendless.
He told the story shamefacedly as
he met the beautlfal eyes of Helen
fixed upon him sorrowfully, reproach-

a

"The penniless part of it needn't
worry you, if you are resolute to work
and reform," said Abner Vance in his
blunt, practical way, "As to being
homeless, you are welcome here till
you are better and we will be your
friends if you will let us."
In a strange, subdued manner, the
young man grew Into their family and
business lives. They fixed up a room
for him behind the playhouse stage
and when he got so he could move
around on crutches placed him in
charge of the little ticket booth.
Adrian Noble would set his eyes
fixed upon Helen as she practiced the
music for the entertainments.
He
rarely spoke to her, yet when she
was away from the family group he
would watch the door restlessly for
her reappearance.
When he could get around more
freely, Noble began to take a rare
interest in the business. He suggested Improvements in the character of
the films, he was the distributor of
some unique advertising that brought
In the audiences. He invented a
"noise piano," as he called It, placed
behind the stage. As the projector
threw scenes upon the screen, he gave
a vivid accompaniment that fairly
electrified the audiences.
Thus: a horse trotting, a railroad
hell ringing, a storm, the clatter of a
a blacksmith's anvil by
wagon,
means of wooden, metal and whistle
accessories, timed just right, he illustrated the motion pictures in a new
way.

With brighter business prospects,

Mr. Vance still longed for the big hall
in the center of the town. He talked

Noble.
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WROTE FAMOUS POEM
Milton's Cottage at Chalfont St. t.
the Shrine to Which Number-let- s
Pilgrim Go.

.

London. Milton's cottage at Chalfont St. Giles, the shrine of numberless pilgrims, the pretty spot to whicfi
travelers journey from the other sid
of the world, is particularly attractive just now, with Its climbing vines
in all their fresh young beauty, its
latticed windows open to the May;
sunshine, its garden sweet with old- fashioned flowers, its orchard whit
with cherry blossoms.
It has beer
altered but little since Milton lived!
there, being still the "pretty box that
his friend Ellwood, the Quaker, took

fully.

about it incessantly and it interested
One day the latter came to
Helen with a grave, earnest face.
"Will you write something for me?"
he asked.
"Certainly what is it?" inquired
-Helen, flushing a trifle under his clear,
steady gaze.
"A temperance
pledge. I am
....
i&
through with the old folly. I want
your hand to inscribe the promise I
shall never break."
Two days later Noble disappeared
mysteriously from the playhouse.
Helen never dreamed Bhe could so
-miss him. He walked in upon them
just after the entertainment Saturday
night, a new being In apparel and
manner.
"There Is the lease of the hall for
a year, all paid for and made out in
your name," he said quietly, handing
a folded document to his host.
"What does this mean?" stared the
astonished Mr. Vance.
"I went to my father with that
pledge and a truthful, manly story,"
replied Noble. "He bade me return
to the true hearts of gold who had
wrought the miracle of my reformation."
Mrs. Vance was crying in her motherly, sympathetic M'ay. Helen's eyes
beamed upon him, and in their glow"Abner, Thl It Pitlfull"
ing depths Adrian Noble read the
tore he transformed into a little bijou sure promise of4 a lasting haven of
of a playhouse was not located neai love!
(Copyright, 1918, by W. O. Chapman.)
the business center, but he fancied
people would not mind that. The;
IN POLITICS
did, especially rainy nights, ami he PIGEON USED
now saw his mistakes.
The Vances had arranged some cozy Bird Found In Central Park, New
living rooms at the rear of the playYork, Believed to Have Come
house. It was comfortable and home-likFrom Philadelphia.
and a palace to the old people
when Helen, with her happy, cheer)
"The strawberries may come and
ways, was about Just now she had the strawberries may go, but the chief
taken some children home from the Is always with. us. How are you going
show and was expected back at an; to vote?"
moment.
This election eve Inquiry was found
"What was that?" suddenly ex attached to a large gray homing
claimed Mrs. Vance, and her husband pigeon which fell exhausted in Censprang to his feet as a scream echoed tral park near the menagerie and was
out In the yard back of them.
picked up by Daniel Burns, who has
"It's Helen!" cried ler husband, charge of the aviary.
A small braps ring encircled the
and ran to the door, tore it open and
his daughter burst into the room, pale pigeon's neck, to which was fastened
with affright.
an aluminum tag with the initials "J.
"What 1b it?" gasped her mother Id M." and below them the letters "L. I."
alarm.
The election query was written on a
VI stumbled over a man maybe small piece of paper which, was atdead, I don't know!" shuddered Helen. tached to the tag.
Burns gave the bird some food and
"It was so so unexpected, so starts
water and after
of an
ling that I lost my wits."
"A prowler or some one wandered hour's rest it was liberated. The pigup from those vile drinking dens on eon rose straight up In the air to a
the river," decided Mr. Vance. "HI high altitude and then headed south.
It was thought that the pigeon's
go and see," and he took a lantern
lighted it and passed out Into the home was in Philadelphia, and the
darkness.
strawberry reference was to a famous
He returned in a few moments stag remark of JameB McNichol, the Regering under the great weight of a publican organization boss there, who,
helpless human form. He carried and at the height of his power, once said:
dragged his burden to a lounge and "As a boy I was glad to get pork and
placed it there, gasping for breatb beans. Now I have strawberries and
from his undue exertions.
cream." New York Times.
"Oh, dear! dear!" exclaimed the
motherly Mrs. Vance, after a glance
Inefficient.
at the white pulseless face of the nn
The young man approached the
conscious stranger "a young man,
almost a boy I Abner, this is piti magnate, resolution gleaming in his
eyes.
ful!"
"While I was calling on your daughHelen stood regarding the rescued
ter
last night, sir," he said, "your uog
wayfarer as though gazing upon some
vivid camera scene. A handsomer growled at me."
"Did he bite you?"
face she had never seen. There were
"No,
sir; only growled.
the
traces
of dissipation
however,
"Humph! Then I'll have to. get anupon Its surface. Then, too, the attire was all torn and disordered, A other. Confound these dealers'
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WROUGHT A MIRACLE

Maiden.
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31, 1913.

too high as compared with Trinidad
on the north and El Paso on the south.

MEET

Kemmerer, Wyo., Dec. ,31. Wyoming teachers gathered here in force
today for the annual convention of
their state association and the meetings of the several affiliated bodies.
The proceedings will continue over
Prominent among the
Saturday.
scheduled speakers are President Z.
X. Snyder of Colorado State Teachers'
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Once Home of Great Writer.

for the blind poet when ho wished tct
leave London to escape the plague.
The room In which he sat and wrote?
is now a small museum, containing
letters, pictures and various editions
of his works. We can easily imagine
it as it must have been on that dajif
when the two friends were talking tc- gether, and Milton produced the poem
he had lately written, asking Ellwoodj
to read It at his leisure. It was a
Ellwood says, "that excellent poemJ
entitled 'Paradise Lost'," and then fca
continued:
"After I had, with my best attent
tion, read it through, I made him en
other visit and returned him his bool
with' due acknowledgement of th
favor he had done me in communicat-ing it to me. He asked me how 1
liked it and what I thought of it,,
which I modestly but freely told him;!
and after some further discourse aboi.15
it, I pleasantly said to him: Tiio
hast said much here of Paradise Lost.,'
but what hast thou to say of Paradise Found?' "
Milton's cottage is at the end
the picturesque Irregular villa,
street. Its windows look out on fieh
and hedgerows and on the fragrai
garden which seems to be hut a jn
of them.
The back of the house joins on other houses. In appearance liardl.
less Interesting than itself. In one el
them Breakspeare, Milton's publisher,
once lived. It is still a charmins
place In spite of the fact that one o
its rooms has become .a butcher's
shop; that joints of meat hang in one
of its windows. Another house- calla
itself "The Old Cottage," and claims
to be the oldest in the village. This
is a Bhop, too, bnt of far more artistic
quality, a curiosity shop, with all
sorts of quaint things, peculiar to the
county or connected with its worthiest
The back windows look out on the
cherry orchard which stretched frony
Milton's cottage to Breakspeare'a
farm. It Is said that Milton used to
find hla way thither through the or
chard, gnildlng himself by the tree
trunks. In fancy one could see th
blind poet stepping slowly through
the rich grass, holding out his bands
to touch the familiar trees.
v
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FEAT

CL11WE1NG

Scale Mt. Washington Summit Ovet
'
Dangerous Trestle Ascent Wat '
Result of a Wager.
Bretten Woods, N. H. Climbing U
the summit of Mount Washington
over the dangerous trestle of th
Mountain railway in the darkness
Mrs. W. a. Hon ford and Mrs. Bestric
Recknadel of New York accomplished
a feat never before undertaken, it Is
said, by their sex. iThe ascent wa
made as the result of a wager.
With a high wind blowing and Ea
lights to guide them, the task of tin
climbers in crossing over the loft
Jacob's ladder trestle was regarded
as extremely perilous. As Boon at
roalroad officials heard that tbey hafl
started up the mountains, men with
lanterns were Bent after them t
dissuade them from the attempt, buJ
were unable to overtake them xmi'i
they were close to the summit.
The two women reached the moun
tain top about ten o'clock, making
the distance of five miles la torn
hours and a half. They remained et
the house there until morning? whea
Mrs. Honford's husband errlvwi jn i:js
motor car and took them back to ihti
hotel.
"H'gner
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PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

Let us furnish Your Home

AT THE
Light automobile lamps
this evening.

at

i

An Exceedingly Happy

1

OAVAJO

OLMlETS
--

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

,

"

Another big express shipment of
IMHOF TO REMAIN
Liggett's Chocolates received at MurAt the Bocial given at the Christian
phey's Drug Store. Adv.
tabernacle last night Rev. J. L. Imhof
was extended a hearty call to remain
Yesterday was a busy day for the here as pastor of the congregation.
marriage license clerk at the court Mr. Imhof has served the local church
house, six couples being given permis- successfully during his stay here, and
sion,.;0, wed. The couples all reside his work has been satisfactory in evjnhecountry, not one of the 12 per- ery way to the members. The prosons being residents of Las V.egas.
gress of this religious body has been
rapid during the last year, and much
Send a box of Liggett's Chocolates is
expected for next year.
with your good wishes on January 1,
1914. At Murphey's. Adv.
The Modern Woodmen of America
and the Royal Neighbors will hold a

t

joint installation of officers, on Friday evening, January 2, at the W. O.
An oyster
W. hall on Sixth street.
supper will be served to the members
and their families, following' the

Webster represents the Crippendorf-Dittmacompany of Cincinnati.

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE

'5

-- I

.

the better the bread the
stronger the stafL To obtain the best bread you
must use the best flour
and that ' is undoubtedly
Ask
Our Pride brand.
tried
who
it
one
has
any
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself .

Aim

t

Hi

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

PH,?,NE

n

Liggett's Chocolates are the best

and purest candy we can buy.
sale at Murphey's. Adv.

For

There will be a regular communication of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F.
and A. M, Thursday evening, January
1. Robert L. M. Ross, district deputy
grand master, will make an official
visit to the lodge. All members of the
lodge and visiting Masons are Invited
to be present.

suits and
$15, $17.50 and $22.50
coata now $9.98. All $27.50, $30.00,
$32.50 and ?40 suits and coats now
Baeharach's. Adv.
$13.98.
This evening at the Hotel Romaine
the annual dance of
given for the benefit or the
Literary and Mutual Aid society of
the West side. This always is one
of the big affairs of the year. The
dance this evening will be largely attended and promises to be enjoyable
in every way.
will occur

We Wish

PROGRAM AT MATINEE

Adv.

Word has been received in Las Vegas of the death of Mrs. W. F. Webster, wife of a well known commercial salesman who is a frequent visitor here. Mrs. Webster died in her
home in Cincinnati last week. Mr.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

r

SPECIAL

For firemen's masquerade dance
Wednesday night, can be seen at El
Dorado Hotel. Every costume a prize

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery to
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Mohr are the you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
proud parents of a baby girl born to
them early this morning. . The baby
- BIG NEW YEAR'S PARTY
weighs 10 pounds. Both mother and
Th New Year's Eve party that is to
baby are reported as doing nicely.
be held at the Castaneda hotel this
will be attended largeStart the new year right by sending evening, which
Las
Vegas
by
ly
society folk, will
a box of Liggett' sChocolates with your
start at 9 o'clock promptly. All those
best wishes for 1914. Adv.
who are to attend are requested to
be as prompt as possible.
Tomorrow morning at the First
Everything is in readiness for the
church a sunrise prayer meetand will be"some" banquet and
affair
ing will be held at 7:15 o'clock. This
"some" dance, The total number of
to
under
the
is
be
meeting
auspices
to be arranged at the
of the Epworth league, and will be tables that are
hotel is 20, and all have been taken.
attended.
largely

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll

f

Four-ree- l
"THE LEGEND OF PROVENCE"
Tonight and Tomorrow Afternoon Only.

COSTUMES

In wood.

H, Stearns

J,

BRIDGE STREET

Fresh Liggett's Chocolates for New
Year's gifts at Murphey's. Ad

winner.

and Prosperous
New Year

Alia

Successful, Prosperous and,
!?J

Happy New Year
GRAAF & HAY WARD
COMPANY

"

are booked to go the same distance
MANY FIGHTS FOR NEW YEAR'S
Cincinnati. George Chip, the victor
at
Chicago, Dec. 31 The New Year
over
Frank Klaus, is to meet Tony
a
with
tomorrow
ushered
wilf he
in
festival of fisticuffs extending from Caponi for six rounds at Pittsburgh.
bout, at Phila
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Though In another
will have Joe
no championship bouts are on th8 delphia, Jack Brltton
six-rou-

calendar there are several contests Hirst as. an opponent.
billed that should afford some good
entertainment for the fi&ht fans. In ARKANSAS PUTS LID ON
bout at Vernon,
a scheduled
Littl-e- Rock, Ark., Dec.

31. The
Calif., Leach Cross, the New York hardest blow ever dealt the liquor
lightweight, will endeavor to repeat traffic in Arkansas becomes effective
the trick of knocking out Bud Ander- at midnight tonight, which la the time
son, the Vancouver hoy. Another fixed for the coming into operation
fight that should he worth seeing will of the Going law, which was enacted
go at New Orleans by the last legislature. The law rebe the
between Johnny Dundee and Freddie quires a petition signed by the maWelsh. Jack Dillon will take on Gus jority of the white adults of a comChristie for 10 rounds at Indianapo- - munity before a license can be issued
l&vei
Us and Joe Mandot and Earl Fisherto conduct a' saloon. Sj
d

j

Com-padre-

CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. Charles L. Kohn wishes

COLUMBIANS ENJOY
A

TO UNVEIL FRIEZE

COMPLETE

ON JANUARY

13

HOME

96

HANDSOME GIFT OF CHARLES IL
FELD TO THE NORMAL TO
BE PRESENTED

148

OUTFITS

FOR AS LITTLE AS

up to

$500

YOUR OWN TERMS OF PAYMENT

J.

The frieze of Dona Attelo, of "The
Dancing Putti," presented the New
Mexico Normal University some time
ago by Charles Ilfeld, will be unveiled
on January 12, together with a number of other presents, and will be formally presented to the institution.
Governor W. C McDonald has prom
ised to be present at the Normal on
this day if such is possible. The
ceremony of the uneviling, the various
speeches and other events pf the pro
gram doubtless will be interesting,
and a large audience is expected at
the universtiy on this occasion.
Dr. F. H. II. Roberts, the president of
the Normal, announces that at the
opening of school after the holidaj
vacation, students from Kentucky,
Minnesota and Oklahoma will be registered, as well as a number of new
students from this and nearby states.
This shows the vast area that this institution covers.

C. JOHNSEN

(EL

SON

THE GREATEST CAB
on the market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We invite inspection and will gladly demonstrate the merits of
the car at any time.
Vi'

...

i

V

)

'

J,
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tin:

II. B. HUBBARD, Agent
417 Railroad Avenue

-

SOCIAL SMOKER BUSINCSsiwiLLF. STO P

0N:MW

C HALL IS THE SCENE OF
JOLLY PARTY OF FRATERNAL
FRIENDS

The Las Vegas, council of the
Knights of Coluiabus enjoyed a delightful smoker last night in tne O. R.
C. hall.
Following a short business
meeting the council adjourned to the
room adjoining the lodge hall, where
an appetizing luncheon was served.
Over the coffee aud cigars the knights
listened to several interesting and instructiveepeecirs. JSome of the
speakers devoted their remarks to
problems, topractical,
ward the solution of which the Catholic laity can do a great deal. Others
devoted the greater portion of their
remarks to witty sayings, but there
were few who failed to compliment
the lecturer of the council, Emile
Clement, for the success of the affair.
Among those who were called upon
to epeak were Rev. Father Rabey- rolle, spiritual director, for the coun-- J
cil; Dr. W. R. Tipton, past grand
knight; James O'Byrne, past grand
knight; Richard Devinej grand knight;
Colbert Root, deputy grand knight;
Leo Tipton, chancellor; Frank Angel,
financial secretary; Francis E. Kelley,
recording secretary; Patrick Nolan,
Charles O'Mnlley, Emile Clement, T.
J. Carvllle, warden; John Papen, Fred
Nolette, trustee; and others. Members of visiting councils present were
Edward Brenman v Benton Harbor,
Mich., James Dillon of Puehlo, Col.,
Louis Sulier of Albuquerque, and N.
J. Hinds of Chicago. Past Granl
Knipht Peter J. Emenaker acted as
toastmaster.
The smoker last night was the first
of a series of social events to be given
by the council during the winter
months.

Shipped

A GOOD RECORD

ing.

Thanhouser.

TOMORRCW

O. R.

I

The high school department of the
city schools has made a most unusual record for attendance and lack
of tardiness during the past month.
During last school month there was
no tardiness during the entire month.
There will be no school tomorrow in
the city schools, but all pupils will be
expected to be at school Friday morn

Our plain and simple credit plan will aid you as no other
store can. Our Furniture, Carpets, Rugs and Draperies are
selected with the view of giving our customers more quality
and more value than any other store can possibly offer. Our
guarantee of quality protects you. Let "us aid you to a well
furnished home.

'X

thank the Elks, the Hebrew
Ladies Benevolent society, the teachers and pupils of the Castle and High
schools and the many friends who extended their sympathy and assistance
during her sorrow, occasioned by the
death of . her beloved husband, and
STRIKE IS OVER
sent many beautiful flowers to beautfy
Springfield, Mo., Dec. 81. Restorahis last resting place.
tion of many of the telegraph instru-bent- s
removed by the St. Louis and
Tonight and tomorrow night at the Francisco railrood when telephone
Mutual theater on Bridge street Manag- service was installed in anticipation
er Howard SImpkins will display a of a strike of the telegraphers em
special feature picture in four reels. ployed on the system, was started
Miss Maude Fealy, the noted actress, today as a result of the settlement
is the star of the production. The reached In St, Louis yesterday by repstory of a sweet nun, who, becoming resentatives of the telegraphers union
infatuated with a knigth, ran away and the receivers of the railroad. Railfrom the convent and later, disillu- road officials said hereafter the movesioned and unhappy, crept back to die, ments of trains would be regulated
is beautifuly told by the films. The partly by telephoneo and partly by
unhappy woman meets her double, who telegraphed.
restores her to her former self, with
her innocence and happiness. The
good sisters of the' convent realize
that a miracle has occurred, and the
FRESH FISH AND OYSTERS
legend of Sister Angela la told In
Provence to this day.

LIQUOR

Complete

MUTUAL MOVIES

5:40

o'clock

Wishing You All

'
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Tri-wecl-
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I A CARTE MEALS

Served

OPEN ALL NIGHT

AND RETAIL
WHOLESALfi
,
fit
:

,
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Jefferson Raynolds. President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUot Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

President

r

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF' LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

infer est PzlJ cn Tims Ccpsclts

Subscribe for Tne Optic.

AT
I

'

TIDES.. AUD TilOEO

BOUCHER'S
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Mfchelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need
ed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

1

German Honey
Cake
Fruit Cake

.

'J

nflf
M

t

IMS W

OUR

SEOP,

GUARANTEED FC3 ITS PEEfECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Turkeys
Fresh Tomatoes
Lettuce
Oranges
Grape Fruit

n

AIL W01K BONE AT

Annis Cakes

The Best
A

SWASTIKA COAL

there probably will be a skating party in the Gallinas canyon.
At th? Catholic church the day will
be observed religiously. This day is
observed in this church as a holy day
of obligation. There will be a mass
at 7 o'clock and another at 10 o'clock
In the morning.
The Optic will not he published to
morrow and all members of the different departments of the office will
observe the day by resting and hav'ng
a good time, like the employes of all
other firias in the city. This will be
The Optio force's last chance to loaf
until Julv 4.

'

I

A.Lfin D

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

All business houses in Las Vegas,
with a few exceptions, will remain
closed all day tomorrow in observance
of New Year's. These stores will remain open this evening until 1 Oo'clock
for the benefit of shoppers.
Tomorrow will be observed in Las
Vegas as a holiday. There will be
aside
no especialy social functions
from those of tonight, but individual
no especial social functions
aside
the warmth of the home will att-a- ct
many people. For the younger people

BISMARK

i

YEAR'S DAY

EVEWVBODY WILL OBSERVE IT AS
A HOLIDAY; STORES OPEN
TONIGHT

at

!y

G O

held with the Canadian branch of the
ARCHAEOLOGISTS MEET .
Institute, of which his royal highness,
eavants
Eminent
Dee.
31
Montreal,
from all parts of the continent have the Duke of Connaught, is the patron.
assembled In this city for the annual
The gathering and selling of acorns
meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America. For three days the is a new industry in Arkansas, to supvisitors will engage In the exchange ply eastern nurseries with material
of hypothesis on the many debatable for forest planting.
Thirty different wood preservatives
Questions of antiquity. Convention
headquarters were opened today at the are in commercial use in the United
Windsor hotel. The Tegular sessions States, many of them utilize creosote
will be held at McGlll university. Fri- of one sort cr another; others require
'
"-evening a joint, session will be chemical brUb,
day

'
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